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Fall tuition hike likely
By

MYRO~

CARDEN

Associate Editor

Unless the Board of Regents rescinds a ruling
passed a year ago to make students pay for a greater
share of their costs of education, an increase in
tuition will take effect in th~ fall quarter.

See related editorial, page 6
Three alternatives for increasing the fees have
been proposed by the BOR in accordance with a
policy passed a year ago that Florida resi~ents pay
30 per cent of the total cost of their education and
out-of-state students pay 100 percent of the cost.
Accordmg to Dave McQuat, coorcunator of
planning and analysis for the BOR, the only way· an
increase in rates could be prevented is if the Board
repeals its ruling on making the student pay a higher
amount of his educational costs, which he admits is
highly unlikely.
·
The BOR, after review from its Finance
· Committee, will consider the proposals at its Iy.larch
1 meeting in Pensacola. Before it takes effect, a rate
hike must be approved by the Florida Legislature.
- McQuat, said the percentage would be based on
the previous years' budgetary figures.
·
The proposals are:
-Tuition for in-state upper level (junior, senior)
courses would increase from $15 to $15.50 per
credit hour. Grad~ate hours for in-state students

woulq increase $6 to $26. Thesis hours would
increase from $22 to $28. Lower level (freshman,
sophomore) course hours would not change.
Out-of-state upper division students' tuition
would increase from $32 to $36 per hour. Rates for
graduate students would increase $11 to $48 per
hour both for courses and theses.
-The second proposal is identical to the first
except each university would keep an additional 10
cents per credit hour for Activity and Service
(A&SF) Fees. The increase would be taken out of
the matriculation fees .
. This proposal was prompted by a request from
former Student Council Body President ApoHo
Visko last year to incre ase the A&SF fees, according
to McOuat.
_:_The third proposal would save ~ndergraduates
$6 per hour during the summer quarter. During the
other quarters, tuition for upper level in-state
students would increase to $16.50 per credit hour;
lower ·division students woulq pay $15 an hour; and
graduate students would pay $26.
During the summer, lower division hours would
be $9. and upper division hours $10.50. Graduate
rates-would stay the same.
_
According to McOuat, the Board could adopt a
combination of the three proposals or come up with
an entirely new proposal.
Before the proposals are presented to the BOR,
they will be reviewed by a series of state boards
including the Council of Presidents on Tuesday.
Photo by Alan Geeslin

HOUR AFTER HOUR, DAY AFTER DAY, the
Engineering Building's Foucault pendulum oscillates,
proving the earth does indeed rotate. French physicist Jean
B. L. Foucault discovered the pendulum phenomenon in
1851, laying waste to still popular beliefs that the eru:th was
flat.

'An insult to students'

State Council firm:
opposes tuition hike
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

TALLAHASSEE - A firm
stand against tuition hikes was
unanimou'sly .adopted by the
Senate Council of Student Body
Presidents in preparation for
lobbying activities during the
Florida legislative session this
spring.
The Council, made up of
· student bOdy presidents from
the nine state universities,
arrived at their position at this
month's meeting, hosted by
Florida A&M University here.
''There has been a tuition
increase the last two years, and
during that time the quality of
our degree of education has not
been significantly improved,"
stated Jim Ha!dmal')., Florida
Atlantic University student body
president and chairman of the
council. "To ask for another
increase at this time is an insult
to the students."
The stand on tuition hikes
came ·in response to a three-part
alternative proposal from the
Board of Regents (BOR) which
implies there will be an increase
in '76-'77. Students, however,
will be allowed to express an
opinion through the Council on
how the increase will be
implemented.
Al.t ematives one and two of
the proposal call for a $6 hike in
graduate tuilion per quarter
hour and a 50 cents increase per
quarter hour in upper division
classes.

BLACK.PROFS
At FTU., recruiting

"That would kill our graduate
program," said Gary Andersen,
FTU student body president.
"We're completely opposed to
any kind of increase."
Alternative three proposes
summer tuition be reduced $5
per quarter hour and increased
$1 per quarter hour the rest of
the year. The BOR contends this
alternative will create a more
balanced student enrollment all
four quarters.

"There has been a tuition
increase for two years, and
the quality of our education
has not significantly
improved."
The council rejected all three
alternatives because, "By _
accepting one of the alternatives
we are theoretically supporting a
tuition increase," Andersen said.
Other reasons the Council
rejected the proposals include
the lack of consideration given
by the BOR to the students'
ability to pay the additional
amount, and the facl that no
additional money would be
allocated to financial aid despite
the tuition increase. The council
maintains his places a significant
handicap on students who can
attend a state university only
because o.f financial aid
programs.

Continued on page 2

th~m

is

~difficult'

By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

GARY ANDERSEN

Senate gets
gay bill
•
once again
The Student Senate bill
proposing recognition of the
FTU Gay Stud·e nt Association,
after being sent back to the
Organizational, Appropriations
and Finance Committee (OAF)
for the second time, was again
sent back to the senate by the
OAF with a 7 to 1 favorable ·
vote.
The full senate was due to
vote on the bill Thursday.
The committee vote came
after OAF discussions with gay
club organizer John Greene
about the club~ purpose
Monday evening.
Heated discussion over the
gay bill marked last week's
session of the senate, with Sen.
Rolfe White attempting to get
the Senate's approval of the club
immediately without the bill
going back to the OAF
committee. But arguments,
mainly from Sen. Gary Horn,
the first senator to submit an
objection to the club.
Continued on page 2

According to Dr. Frank Juge, vice-chairman of FTU's Equal
Educational Opportunities (EEO) Task Force Committee, recruiting
minority members for faculty positions at FTU is "difficult."
"Why would anybody want to come to a state where there will be
no raises for probably two years when minorities in particular are in
demand for teaching jobs all over the country?" he asked.
Juge said the tight money situation in Florida has practically
frozen university hiring of permanent personnel with jobs going to
adjunct and part-time faculty until finances are more secure.
"FTU has the same number of faculty members this year as last
year. I'm looking for very few positions to be available at least for
another year," he explained.
When there is an opening, however, Juge .said a procedure set down
in a joint program designed by represenaLives of the nine state
universities will be adhered to.
The procedure, according to Juge was devised by the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, (HEW) which said in June 1974
that Florida universities' recruitment of minority members was
ineffective and offered guidelines for improvement. The universities
followed HEW's suggestions and by August had compiled a "Program
for Equalizing Educational Opportunities" (EEO) designed to increase
the racial mix of students, staffs and faculities.
The program ·is composed of 19 "action forms " policies adopted
and funded by ·e ach university to attract minority members. The
number of action forms employed by each school varies with needs of
_
the' university. FTU has adopted 13.
Under the program, department chairman can no longer "call up
your buddy at the Universify of Florida anti ask if he's got anybody
who could fill an opening when a new faculty member is needed
here," said Juge. He added this "old buddy system" had been used for
years and was not a satisfactory nor fair way to hire new faculty.
The· HEW insists, under the EEO program, that "vigorous
recruiting" be used when hiring faculty members, said Juge. This
includes extensive adverlising, of the opening through aJl appropriate
educational and professional publications and k eping accurate logs
on all applications received and interviews given.
When a person has been chosen for the job, the choice must be
approved by Academic Affairs Vice-President C.B. Gambrell and
President Charles N. Millican.
"Millican, in the past, did not personally review each accepted
application, but has become very_interested in EEO, and last spring he
began personally approving accepted applications," said Juge.
Although legally no university is required to meet any standardized
racial employment ratios, the state University System (SUS) has set
goals which Juge calls, honest and realistic."
·
·
Juge said, the method_ used to establish these goals for FTU is
handled by Dr. Dan Coleman, director of institutional research.
Continued on page 5
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Because of proposed enrollment caps

Area guidance · counselors advise students
to submit college applications early
By ANNE MERRITT
Staff Writer

Because of the uncertainty of
college acceptance for fall
quarter 1976 area high school
guidance counselors are urging
their students to apply for
admission to FTU, or any other
state univ·ersi ty as soon <Is
possible.
Ed Menting, guidance
counselor at Winter Park Higq
Schoo 1, said he urges his
students to "get with it" and
apply. He said he has counseled
qualified students to apply out
of state.
·
A spokesperson for Colonial
High School said she is urging
her students to keep their FTU
applications active and to call
the admissions office whenever
they can. She said FTU will lose
"many top flight students" if
enrollment caps are adopted.

RALPH C. BOSTON
Fred Coleman, guidance ·
counselor at Oak Ridge High
School, said many Oak Ridge
seniors started applymg for
college admissi0n before
December. He estimated of
about 750 Oak Ridge seniors,
100 have already applied to
FTU.

Debaters take top honors
-in recent tourna1nent
The FTU Debate Team
recently took first place and the
novice team placed fourth in the
Florida Southern Debate
Tournament.
Led by last year's Junior
College National Champion
Debater Bill Newman and
teammate Tom Marcinko, . the
varsity team ·defeated the
University of Florida in the
semi-finals and Florida State in
the finals to capture top honors
in over-all performance for the
tournament.
The tournament was the first
appeara_nce of Brevard
Community College graduate
Newnam as a member of the
FTU team.
Also placing in the top ten at
Florida Southern were Regina
Dillon and John Rankin who
took fourth place in novice
competition.
This weekend FTU is hosting
the District Debate .Contest
which will include 25 Central

State council
Continued from page 1

Andersen said he is
particularly concerned about
students who will not be able
to pay the added tuition
expenditures but still do not
qualify for financial aid.
"We (the council) want to
see a decrease in tuition so
that the middle class students
will not be disadvantaged,"
he explained.
The council advocates
intensive "lower tuition
campaigns" by stlldents on all
state university campuses to
insure the issue is presented
to the legislature in March. If
the legislature does not
address the issue this spring,
or acts negatively on it, the
tuition n1Ke will go in to
effect next . fall and remain
until legislative action is
taken. The council hopes
organized campus campaigns
will focus attention on the
issue and force the legislature
to bring the proposal to the
floor.
Florida State University
Student Body President
Apollo Visko said the FSU
Student Government is asking
the help of campus
organizations in a
letter-writing campaign, and
distributing "We want lower
tuition" bumper stickers.
FTU will also contribute
to the effort, according to
Andersen.

Florida high schools represented
by approximately 200 students.
"The Debate Team is
voluntarily sponsoring the
contest," explained debate
coach Jeff Butler. "They're not
using any university of Student
Government money. It's our
contribution to community
involvement."

A spokesperson for Boone
High School is recommending
her students apply out of state
only after they have applied to
Florida institutions. Printed
worksheets with all Florida
colleges and universities were
made available to Boone High
School seniors, she said.
· A guidance counselor at
Bishop Moore High School, Mrs.
Vivian McCann, said she trys to
"paint a realistic picture" of the
enrollment situation to her
students. She urges Bishop
Moore seniors to apply to at
least three schools and if
students are in a financial
position to do so, Mrs. McCann
counseled them to apply out of
state or to private insititutions.
Mrs. McCann said she has
encouraged more students to
attend community colleges
becaus~ "they will have a better
chance of transferring in to
ITU."
A Bishop Moore senior, Trish
O'Conner, said she applied to
ITU in "late October or early
November." She has yet to be
accepted.
"All they (the admission's
office) sent me is letter
explaining enrollment caps and
something about housing," said
Miss O'Conner. She has applied
to two other state-supported
universities and has not heard
from them either.
However, Ralph C. Boston,
director of admissions at FTU,

said the letter referred to by
Miss O'Conner is outdated and
no longer in use. Boston said his
office is 'operating normally"
and a pp l i cants h av i n g ·a
minimum score of 300 on the
Florida 12th Grade Tests and a
2. 0 overall high school grade
point average will be admitted

on a first-come, first-served
basis.
Boston added students
applying for admission to FTU
for faU quarter 1976 will
pro b a b l y e n co u n t er I i ttl e
difficulty in being accepted if
they meet the enrollment
standards.

-------------------~-~
fYOUR
CAMPUS LUTHERAN CHURCHt
I

INVITES YOUR ATTENDANCE

I

Christian

:

Family Worship Sunday 10: 30 a.m.

I

Prayer Meeting Sunday Nights 7:45

I
I·
I

2600 N. De-.m Road (Go West on FTU Blvd.,

Education

Hour - Sunday 9: 15

a.~.

~t Hope Lutheran Church

;

~
I

~I

.
then South on Dean Road)

PAX

Re'. _L ance Netland of Lutheran ea_m~us Ministry
Member of FTU United Campus M.imstry 678-2011

I
I
I
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Illustrated_is a
proposed red and
white ·regulatory sign
to be temporarily
erected at the

---Gayclu

extreme north end

Continued from page 1

senate to wait until John Mahaffey, the university attorney, was sure
. a gay club was constitutionally legal .
At the OAF committee meeting, Greene answered questions about
the specific purposes of the club, stating the main idea was to "help
homosexuals instill pride and self-worth and promote better
understanding between homosexuals and heterosexuals."
When asked why the club must be affiliated with FTU, rather than
meeting off campus, Greene said because he was an FTU student, he
has a right to form an organization using FTU's name. He added
without the university's name, the club could not get public service
announcements on any area radio stations or receive community help.
Greene said FTU was "lacking by not having a gay group~' and he
would do "everything he can" ~o get the club approved.

of Gemini BlvdJ for
evaluation purposes.
Please take note

riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilll~~~TT-,.,..,,..,.,...,.........~......

Sorority honors
black history
The contribution of black
Americans to art, engineering,
sports, science · and education
will be shown at FTU Feb. 23 to
27 in commemoration of Black
History Week.
The week-lon·g program is
being coordinate<;t by the FTU
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
sorority. Library exhibits and
guest speakers are included inthe activities.
Alzo Reddick, assistant dean
of students at Rollins College,
will speak on Monday. A "career ·
orientation day" co-sponsored
by FTU cooperative education
office and Delta Sigma Theta,
will be conducted Tuesday.

ALOMA TIRE COMPANY
QPEN: '7:30 a.m. till &

p.m. • 3 p.m. Sat.

We Honor Mobil, Chevron, Bank.Ame.ricard & Master
Charge Credit Cards For Tires and Services-WE DO OIL
CHA NG E-MECHANICA L WO-RK.:TUNE-A LIG N
MENT-BRAKE WORK.

HELL!0 '
I'M HOWARD LOGUE

•644-6330
2190 Ale•• Awe.•Wlnter P•n, Fa..•32719

COUPON WORTH •2°0
on Tire Purchase
or Service Work

•

••••·••·•·•·•··•·•·········
'

THIS COUPON
WORTH 55•
ON ANY GAS FILL-UP
(MIN. 8 GAL OR MORE)

[Mobil)

OF AWMA TIRE
lw:M:M:;DCaC:i~:to~Oc:N:M!!toac1CM:t0i~Expires
Feb. 3 0 197 6 CN:l!lllCIDCIOIDCl._. . . .~. . . .ti94. . . .

-
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Council approves
FSA-c Onstitution

e

0

n

By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

TALLAHASSEE -- The State Council of Student Body. Presidents
voted recently to adopt the constitution of the Florida Student
Association, (FSA) a move "the group's organizers hope will increase
the voice students have had in state government -through the FSA
since October.
The action included· the . official appointment of David Sigerson as·
director of the board of directors, and allows the organization _to
incorporate.

See related editorial, page 6·
The FSA Board of Directors is .c omposed of the student body
presidents of the nine state universities, (in essence the state council).
The director of the board is appointed by the board of directors and
with his staff is responsible for organizing and implementing FSA
activities as outlined by the board of directors. .
The FSA is designed to present the views of student organizations
and help coordinate political activities to maximize their (the
students') effect on government, according to Sigerson.
Sigerson, a Florida State University student and former assistant
director of the Florida Student Lobby, presented his first Director's
Report to the council this month in which he outlined the main
legislative issues he and his staff hope to address before this year's
legislative session. They include: collective bargaining, student tuitions
and the placement of a student on the Board of Regents (BOR).
"I don't know if we'll be able to get this program going for this
year's session," 'c ommented Sigerson. "You can't do it all at once."
One problem in getting an effective legislative voice for students is
recruiting and training students to do the lobbying, said Sigerson.
"There's more to it than just going to meetings and talking to
officials and reporting ,what _they say. You have to know the people
you're talking to well enough to look between the lines and read
where they really stand," he explained. He added that ability comes
only through training and experience.
.
Just as important as the actual lobbying is support of and feedback
from the council, Sigerson said.
- Sigerson has been busy with student lobbying activities since
October. Ip his Director's Report, Sigerson said, he had attended
several lobby conferences, council, BOR, "Report to the People,"
meetings political meetings and lobby conferences in New York and
Chicago.
Although the bulk of FSA planning will come from the Board of
Directors, Sigerson said, there is a great deal students can do on their
individual campuses to contribute to the effort.
The "on campus program" as outlined in Sigerson's report includes
letter writing campaigns, voter registration, education and
get-out-and-vote campaigns, contact with local or home district
legislators, polls and · surveys, and research on the issues, to be
coordinated by individual student governments.
Sigerson said he welcomes all student support either through active.
lobbying participation, campus activities or simply sending ideas and
opinions to him in care of each student government.
His opening . remarks in his I;>irector's Report are indicative of his
position: "Just like everyone else, students must band together in
order to fight for a share of the limited resources society has to
allocate . . . we want to hear from you.~·

_SG 'task forces'
planS -complete
By CHRIS MIKLER
Staff Writer

·

Student Body President Gary
Andersen, who recently
disbanded his executive cabinet,
has finalized plans for a '"task
force" system with directors
whose pay will be based
primarily on task completion.
Task assign men ts wiJI be
classified by (1) length of
completion time, (2) number of
volunteers coordinated for
completion of. the task, and, (3)
size and impact of the task on
the student body.
Student Body Vice President
Rick Walsh, said these three
criteria would provide the basis
for determining director salaries.
Walsh said salaries to directors
are necessary because, "We
(Student Government) are
asking more and more of these
people. They work too hard not
to be getting paid. I think
there'll be a lot more enthusiasm
now."
Andersen said he reqretted
abolishing the voluntary system
but indicated the new "task
force/monetary compensation
structure" was a more "flexible"
alternative.

The new structure will be
composed of between four and
nine task forces. Andersen
explained each task director will
be responsible for coordinating
his force's task and completing it
on time.
Andersen stressed former
cabinet members· will be given
, the first opportunity for
app·ointment to the new
structure ; and hopes the task
force will be operating by next
week.
·

MALE CHAUVINISM IS ALIVE AND KICKING IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY, so
claims an irate FTU women's libber who marked up a Navy advertisement calling for males
only to participate in a Navy experiment.

Fut_u re

Poll seeks-· views
•
•
on reg1strat1on
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Greeks prove
p·ucker power:
19,559 kisses
The "Great Sea World
Kiss-Off' was a success with
FT U sororities and
fra temities collecting a total
of 19,559 kisses from guests
in the marine life park near
Orlan_do.
The "Kiss Off," held
Valentines Day, was won by
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE)
fraternity. Tyes sorority
placed second with 3,044.
Terry Driscoll, an SAE
fraternity brother, collected
all the SAE kisses.
Ms. Pamela Hindman,
assistant for student
development at FTU, said the
Kiss-Off was a Sea World
promotional event. FTU
sororoties and fraternities
were asked to participate.
Ms. Hindman said she felt
· the kiss-off was "fairly
successful" and commented,
"1 9, 55 9--that 's a lot of
kisses."
Members of the winning
sorority and fraternity were
presented with 19ving cups
for display. They were also
kissed by Shamu, Sea World's
"Yankee Doodle Whale."

-HERMARTS AUTO PARTS

Gary Andersen, student body president, has placed an ad in the
Future in the form of an opinion poll to supplement opinion forms
· circulating _on campus concerning · the recent elimination of
pre-registration.
Andersen said if enough of the forms were turned in, there was still
a possibility "that something could be done about the present
registration situation." But he added the soonest a new plan could go
into effect would be summer quarter.
There are currently 3,000 opinion forms circulating on campus
while the Future .will provide another 7,000 with the advertisement.
Andersen said he hoped all 10,000 of the forms would be turned in to
the Student Governmen.t office.
·
·
The "compromise" was reached last week after Student
Government members had complained to President Charles Millican
about the elimination of pre-registration and the $25 late registration
fee assessed to students unable to attend regular registration .
The new registration · policy eliminates pre-registration and
combines add/drop and late registration. The plan also provides a
registration time on the first day of classes where stu_d ents unable to
· attend regular registration (Wednesday and Thursday of the sp-ring
break) could register without being assessed the late registration fine.

1

Recipe #]2

* Add ice to ~ mixing glass or jelly jar,
depending on your financial situation.
*.Pour in 2 oz. of Jose Cuervo Tequila.
*The juice from hal-f a lime.
* 1 tbsp. of honey.
*Shake.
*Strain into a cocktail glass or
peanut butter jar, depending on your
financial situation.

l 12 S. Semoran (Meat World Plaza) 275-8320

STUDENT .SPECIAL
5 OTS. Q.S. 20, 30, 40 WT. with Fl LTER* 4.98
with CASTROL $1.00 'e xtra
Bring AD for 50ci off
20% off other parts

(tools & plugs excepted)
*Most cars, quantity limited.
JOSE CUERVO~TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY© 1975, HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFqRD, CONN.
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FTU. profs awarded grant
for handgun violence study
By ANNE MERRITT
Staff Writer

Two FTU psychology
professors have be.en awarded a
$44,000 grant to explore means
by which the state could reduce
handgun violence.
Dr. Scott Burr, assistant
professor of psychology, and Dr.
Randy Fisher, associate
professor of psychology,
received the grant from the
Bureau of Ctjminal Justice,.
Planning and Assistance. ·
The study is primarily
concerned with the patterns of
handgun ownership, acquisition
and use, according to Burr. "It is

designed to· collect a variety of
different kinds of factual data
that will shed light on the gun
control controversy in Florida,"
he added.
The two professors will
collect data for the study in the
following ways:
--Survey a representative
sample of Florida citizens to
determine how many persons
own handgups, how the
handguns are acquired and how
they are used.
--Survey gun owners and
non-gun owners to determine
their attitudes on gun control
alternatives.
--Collect dat"' from m1 hlic

records regarding the incidepts
of handgun violence and the
pattern of acquisition of those
handguns.
The study team will also
determine the effectiveness of
the Glisson amendment on
reducing crimes committed with
a firearms.
The Glisson amendment
dictates a mandatory three year
sentence for any crime
committed with a firearm.
Fisher said the amendment is
directed toward reducmg . tne
amount of armed robberies.
Burr said he and Fisher will
use FTU students to ''validate
the data collection nrocedure."

Neither Burr nor Fisher
would comrnent on possible
outcomes of the study. Burr said
he and Fisher have "no
preconceived notions of the
subject." Burr said the study
would be "objective and deal
strictly with the facts."

The study, titled, "Hand Gun
Violence in Florda: Facts and
Solution Alternatives," will be
completed Dec. 31, 1976. The
final report will be submitted to
the Bureau of Criminal, Justice,
Planning and Assistance on or
before Jan. 31, 1977.

ZTA to ·sponsor blood drive
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority is
sponsoring a Central Florida
Blood Bank drive on FTU's
campus Tuesday, March 2, from
9 am. to 4 p.m. in the Village
Center Multipurpose Room.
Another drive will be held

Wednesday, March 10.
Student Body Vice-President
Rick Walsh said Student
Government will award a trophy.
to the organization with the
highest percentage of member
participation.

f TIJ

THURS.
FEB·. 26
8=30p.m.

s.c.a.u.d.
ADVANCE TICKETS AVAILABLE
MON.

FEB. 23

V.C. BOX OFFICE

10:00 A.M.

() f!.11'
h:.t

L ·1 -~~
i~

"J.O.m~F.

Feb. 25

CITY BAnD''

II a.m.1p.m.

Wed.

GEORGE
5EGAL
THE
TERMll\IAL
MAl\I

"~ITE:
.
...

FLYING Df1Y"

WED. Mf1RCH 3
MAKE & FLY YOUR KITES. SPEC I AL PRIZE WILL BE GIVEN!!
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3 major propo~als affect st":dents

Legislators to consider SUS bills
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

TALLAHASSEE The
Florida Legislature will consider
several bills this spring ·which
will change the policies of the
State University System (SUS)
including a bill which specifies
any change in the SUS fee
structure must be approved bv
the legislature; a bill · to create
two separate state ·university
student fee categories; and a bill
providing for the appointment

_ __,.lick

of a student to the Board of
Regents (BOR).
House Bill 344, sponsored by
Rep. Walter Young, is designed
to provide a check and balance
on the BOR's ability to alter
SUS fee structures (tuition).
The present policy says any
change in SUS fees made by the
BOR is effective at the close of
the legislative session if the
legislature has not acted upon it.
House Bill 344 would require all
BOR fee changes be approved by
the Legislature before going into
effect.

prof~
· ----.

Continued from page 1
"Coleman derives his figures
hard to retain those who are
from all available data and
here now."
determines what the "work
"Last spring a team from
force pool (the number of
HEW visited FTU to see what
available academically qualified
steps we were taking and what
progress had been made," Juge
persons) across 'the country is
added. "They were satisfied with
and compares that with the FTU
work force," he explained.
. our goals and had no criticisms."
The ·work force pool is
"You can't do any better
broken down by academic
than the work force pool you
have," he said. "All you can do
subject areas and takes into
accountthenumberofpersons
iseverythingyoucan."

The Florida Student
Association (FSA) Board of
Directors, made up of the
student body presidents of the
nine state universities is taking
steps through lobbying activities
to voice student positions on
SUS-related legislation. Speaking
for FSA. FTU student body
president Gary Anderson said
passage of House Bill 344 "is
imperative."
"We have a better chance
with the legislature in affecting
their opinions because the BOR
is tied up with so much
administrative folderol,·" he said.
Sen. Lori Wilson is. sponsoring
Senate Bill 131 which, if
adopted, will place a student on
the BOR.
Andersen voiced his support
of a student regent. "The whole
reason for having a student on
the BOR is so we (the FSA) can
get complete information as
soon as it is available," he
explained.
Andersen said the BOR is
slow to inform student
governments of information
necessary
to the FSA in

forming student positions on
legislative issues.
"Student Government
doesn't have the data that the
BOR can get through their
information gathering sources. A
student regent can insure we get
that information," he said.
There is also a student regent
bill to be considered by the
House, House Bill 395,
sponsored by Rep. Bill Nelson.
Andersen said neither bill is
satisfactory.
"The appointment process of
a student regent as outlined in
House Bill 395 is much more
complicated than necessary," he
explalned. "The ' senate bill
allows a student to be appointed
only once every nine years. What
we n~ed to do is combine the
two and come up with
something better," he said.
Rep. Lee Moffitt is
sponsoring a bill which calls for
Activities and Service Fee
money, presently allocated and
expended by the student
government, to be divided into
two separate categories. House
Bill 591 allows student

governments to keep the
activities fee money but the
service fee will be handled
through "the normal university
budgetary process."
Presently $2.14 of student
registration money;based on the
previous school year's
enrollment, goes into Activities
and Services Fees to be allocat.ed
by Student Government. The
bill does not specify how the
money will be divided between
the two nor does it say who shall
decide on the division .
According to Andersen, this is
only one flaw in the bill.
"It is very important that this
bill be defeated," he said.- "If it
is not, i.t will greatly reduce the
amount of money the students
can allocate and expend
themselves:'' he said.
These are only three of
several bills which can alter the
policies of the SUS. The FSA is
working to com pile strong cases
for their positions on all the .bills
in an effort to insure the
legislature is aware of student
feelings on legislative issues.

holding degrees in each ......~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~......
discipline who are employed or
seeking university positions.
· ©1975 . Kol\O Sy\temet . Inc
~: EARTH is the registered trademark of Kelso Systemet , Inc .
Then the percentage of those
persons belonging to a minority
group in each subject area is
determined. This percentage is
what the SUS requires each
university to strive for in hiring
faculty members.
In essence, each Florida
university has two EEO goals to
meet: an · over-all ·percentage of
minority members employed
and the number employed in
each subject area. It is
permissible to exceed the
required number in one subject
area while another is lacking.
Thus the overall · percentage
would be satisfied while the
subject area percentage would
Reg. $29 .50
not.
and $32 .50
Juge said FTU is in good
standing with efforts to insure
Sale Price
equal opportunities for all
. $23.90
Reg .
minority members. There are 11
$38 .50
minority teachers presently on
Sale Price
the faculty, five of whom are
$31.90
women, only one member short
of FTU's integrat.ion goal, he
said.
Juge said FTU has not met
Reg . $23 .50
the subject area percentage goal.
Sale Price
The program is slow in
\ $16.90
achieving the university
integration goals because of the
-~ ....,. ,/'
difficulty in acquiring thorough,
recent data, said Juge. He said
another problem in satisfying
the goals is the limited number
of qualified minority members
-·,-f}:·:f/tff'::·: .; :;-;J :. ,.::
in the work force pool.
$29.90
"The only way minorities will
achieve· an employment
percentage reflective of society
is to increase the pool of
educated minorities," said Juge.
Juge said FTU recruiters are
trying to remedy this problem
by visiting high schools and
briefing counselors and students
on benefits available through the
action forms. Special grants and
aid programs subsidized by the
university and outlined in the
action forms should help
increase the university
enrollment figures for minority
group members, said Juge. In
this way, he added, there will be
more degree holding minority
1
members available and the
:r .> .. · · · · . :
percentage required .by the EEO
program will increase.
Juge explained educational
hiring is down in Florida because
tb
of the economic lag. This, he
said, does not make FTU
attractive to top quality
instructors, particularly minority
members.
"Things are so bleak that the
overall atmosphere at FTU is
discouraging," he said. "It's
*Limited quantity, selected materials and sizes .
difficult to recruit and it's llifil_as_ ,_____

*

£8' .
·split
To help you take your
first step in the shoe that.revo- ·Mate'
lutionized walking,we·re having a

sale. From Feb. 23rd. to March 6th.

, : .:,;.·:111·· i·:r:::,~::::~~c:~:=
1
·1r:1;:M·
:
·
·
.
sizes for men and women.
:t ·.·:· .•. :~ .
arclilable only at:
L,,·

ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE
(next
Robinson's)
3399 East Colonial Dr. • .Orlando, Fla. 32803
Ph. 898-1822
Open: Mon.-Sat. 10 A.M.-9 P.M.
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Fee hike must
be dealt evenly
In these days of
fin an c i a 11 y st rapped
universities, tuition
increases . have become a
regular event.
That do~sn't make them
any easier to take.
It is beyond our scope
here to say with certainty
that the university system 's
dish earte nin g financial
situation is completely a
result of the general
economy and increased
enrollment or a bad case of
mismanagement as well.
Though we see examples
every day of administrative
waste at FTU, bureaucracy
is something that can never
be fully untangled. As long
as inflation continues., there
are bound to be tuition
hikes.
But at least two of the
three proposals being
considered are inequitable.
The first which would raise
upper-level tuition for
Florida
resident
undergraduates by 50 cents
an hour and $6 for
graduates (a 3 per cent vs.
30 per cent difference) is
clearly unfair to those
seeking higher degrees. It

represents what seems a
developing attitude among
those at the state level to
minimize l the value and
imporatance of graduate
·work when- funds are short.
T'h e pr op o·sal also
spreads the increase
u n e v e n 1y
a m o ng
undergraduates, levying: no
extra charge for lower-level
courses.
The second proposal
would levy the same
increase but raise by 10
cents the amount of each
tuition-hour that goes to
fund student activities.
Clearly a move to appease
what may become angry
student governments, the
plan is self-defeating; if a
tuition increase is necessary,
it should go to pay the costs
of education, not clubs and
organizations.
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD
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FSA gives all students a
•
•
voice
in
state goern,m ent

We think ...

•

letter. Without having invested a dime, you will have
voiced your feelings on any issue of your choosing
and know that you have been ·listened to. And if
Forgive my soapbox, but I can no longer avoid your opinions are valid and/or feasible, they will be
presented to the FSA
screaming at you, FTU students, from atop it.
Having seen first hand the workings of the FSA,
There is no excuse for student inaction any
longer, at least not when it com·es to .voicing your it is clear that an honest reflection of student
opinions about state government. The reason is the sentiment is the No. 1 consideration in .the
development of lobbying positions taken. But unless
Florida Student Association (FSA).
You, the student, can participate, very actively, you let your feelings be known, through Student
in its functioning through Student Government. The Government (or get in touch with FSA Board
doubting Thomases need only express themselves Director Dave Sigerson in Tallahassee) you are
and see that they are listened to. And if you don't delegating the authority to speak for yourself to a
give a damn enough to try it, you deserve everything small group of students who are forced to base their
decisions on what they think you want without
you don't get.
The age-old argument, "I'd like to get involved having any feedback from which to draw their
but the bureaucratic structure in so inpenetrable conclusions.
there's nothing I can do," just doesn't hold true
'The effectiveness of the FSA is impossible to
now. Your scapegoat is gone.
foresee, but I guarantee action will be taken to
You can, and should, put on your hiking shoes insure student sentiment reaches the state legislature
and trudge over to the VC and have a chat with with or without your support.
You ·have a choice of becoming involved or, as
your favorite (or least favorite) senator and tell him
(or her) how you feel. the FTU Student · usual, standing by and complaining about the lack
Government "bureaucracy" is so "inpenetrable" of control the "average citizen" has over
you might have to knock on the student body government.
With enough student interest, there is no_reason
president's door in order to talk with him personally
(of course you may be turned away because he is FTU cannot form an active local lobby effort to
busy and be forced to speak with the vice-president supplement the FSA activities in Tallahassee.
You do have a voice in government. A voice
instead).
If the long walk to the VC is just too much for which will be only as strong as the support student
you, try calling (275-2191) or dropping them a it receives. Use it.
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

The Faculty Senate Tuesday passed a resolution
opposing the "compromise" on .how to cut the costs of
registration, and recommerided a committee formed of two
students, two faculty members, and two administrators
investigate the problem to come up with a better solution.
We would heartily agree. But behind the wording of the
resolution, the mood of the senators is one of resentment
that faculty members were not consulted when the
decisions were made. Let's reopen the question, this time
getting a detailed survey of the opinions of those who must
give up their spring breaks to advise and assist with
registration.

*****
The Student -Senate's action in sending a bill back to
committee to regist.er the FTU Gay Student Association as a
student organization was useless and only delays what the
senate must even~ally, and should, do: approve the
registration of the gay students as a recognized campus
group.
Predictably, the Organizations, Appropriations . and
Finance Committee vot.ed, 7 to 1, to recommend for a
second time the group be recognized.
That having a gay organization at a university is leg_al
should be very clear from their existence at several other
Florida universities. The gays should be allowed to register
without further de~ay .
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD
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Challenging the unelected
incumbent; posing a tough
choice f~r a shaky party

REAGAN ·••
By DAN A EAGLES
Editor-in-Chief

Ronald Reagan rises to greet
a standing ovation of
Republicans -- all kinds of
Republicans: fat ones, rich ones,
moderate ones (curse the
thought), even inactive ones who
paid a small fortune to the
Orange County ~ Republican
Executive Committee for a Walt
~ Disney ·d inner and the chance to
say they saw Ronald Reagan in
person.
It's Lincoln Day for the
Republicans in the conservative
heart of Florida. It's not a
holiday everyone celebrates, and
the Republicans in every Florida
county don't even celebrate it
the same day.
It's Lincoln Day and the
political folderol slides off the
dinner table conversation like
gravy dripping off a Walt Disney

roasted chicken. Famous
Lincoln quotations are at each
table setting; the head table is
decorated with such figures as
Mrs. Paula Hawkins, public
service commissioner, and
Florida representative on the
Republican National Committee.
She's warmly received in Orange
County, and these days when
they -- bring her to the podium
as the "Maitland housewife who
made good," it's only as a joke.
The State Republican
chairman is seated there, and
Sen. Walter Sims, introduced
enthusiastically as the most
conservative man in the Florida
senate. The mirrored ceiling of
the mammoth Contemporary
Hotel ballroom reflects the
well-financed tinsel of the
Vacation Kingdom and a
presidential campaign; the two
seem to belong together.
Reagan's advance men af.ld

bodyguards scurry around in the
Ivy League suits that make them
conspicuous at every rally, every
press conference, every dinner.
Those closest to the platform
make sweeping eye move men ts
of the crowd. His staff members
calf him "the gov em or."

Only the old-timers see him
as the· former leading man.
The Republicans are willing
to .l isten, for they are
finding the choice of
standard-bearer less than
clear-cut.
They don't spare the bits of
local ceremony for a national
figure; they still award a party
worker for selling 51 dinner
tickets. For if Ronald Reagan
seems to understand anything, it
is Republicanism at all levels.

Two candidates display
sharply contrasting styles
By RANDY NOLES
Managing Editor
and

MYRON CARDEN
Associate Editor

The two Republican
pursuers of the presidential
brass ring sought votes in
Orlando last weekend and
sh owed that while their
campaign styles are at
opposite extremes, their voter
appeal is about equal in this
GOP-heavy area.
In a closely-guarded press
conference Friday at the
Sheraton Jetport Inn, a

stone's throw ~way from Air
Force One, President Gerald
Ford exhibited the non-style
that has made him the target
of political columnists and
commentators as well as
much of left-wing America
Wearing an uneasy smile,
Ford carefully answered the
questions tossed his way by
local reporters anxious to
grab their share of the
spotlight bestowed by
national media coverage.
Slowly measuring his
words, Ford carefully fended
the queries in his dr'ib
monotone. He even · reverted
to one of his famous football
analogies when he boldly
stated to the loud applause of
many Republican leaders
present, "I wHI be in it (the
campaign) until . the final
whistle blows."
But, outside the Sheraton
ballroom it was an entirely
different scene as a line of
casually-dressed tourists and
area residents waited
impatiently beside police
barricades to catch a minute
glimpse of their man "Gerry"
as he whirl winded past them
in his limo on the way to
another vote-seeking session.
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But while Ford supporters
hoped never to have to wash
the hands that shook the
president's, Ronald Reagan
foilowers wished ford would
wash his hands of the
presidency, and make way for
the charismatic Reagan.
Reagan, appearing at
Winter Park's "Freedom
Day" rally last Sunday drew a
hefty slice of Middle America
to Showalter Field to cheer
his spirited defense of the
older generation, repudiation
of the "cynics and the
doorrisayers" and slick
God-and-country platitudes.

Conlinued on page 9
1

His appeal is brief but jovial.
The jokes he may have told at a
hundred functions before: one
about a dead cat; one likening
politics, the second oldest
profession, to the oldest; and
one borrowed from Bismarck,
that "if you like laws or sausage
you should never watch either of
them being made."
·
He's dynamic as a speaker;
President Ford is not. He comes
to the primaries not with an
image of political or physical
ineptitude, like his competitor, ·
but with a record, if a
controversial one; of eight years
governing the nation's most
populous state.
His Irish tone is mellow but
firm. The Hollywood carriage
Photo by Dana Eagles
and demeanor is well
RONALD REAGAN pens
commanded. Under the harsh
.lights his face appears pinkish
his autograph for a
beneath the slick black hair;
supporter after. a speech
more than once it is whispered
Saturday night at the
what has already become a
Orange
County
cliche of the campaign, that "he
Republicans' Lincoln Day
sure doesn't look 65." In a race
Dinner. Reagan focused his
where true ideological
remarks on the vastness and
differences are so sparse, such
waste of · federal
cosmetic attributes take on
gove1nment, but stayed
added importance.
Reagan takes some pokes at
safely away ·from Gerald
Democratic candidates and their
Ford.
high-spending proposals, (he
·Party leaders ,are as worried
calls Sen. Edmund Muskie "the
about Lhe survival of the party in
little white cloud that cried"),
the Bicentennial year as the
but stays safely away from Mr.
survival of their candidate. They
Ford~ One of the quotations on
fear not only the stigma of
the table is Lincoln's warning
Nixonian corruption but a lack
that "a house divided against
itself cannot stand." And Mrs . . of grass-roots support that could
lead to a landslide like Barry
Hawkins' simplistic admonition
Goldwater suffered in 1964.
to keep one's eye on November
But Reagan says he's not out
belies the seriousness of the
for the "common man's" vote,
decision every smart Republican
rejecting the very appelation as a
perceives for the primary.
bit of Democratic dogmatism
Only the old-timers see him
telling his audience Saturday
as the former leading man. The
night the Americans he's met
Republicans are willing to listen,
"are anything but common."
for they are find the choice of
That measure of semantics
standard-bearer less than
doesn't negate the annoying
clear-cut. In this funny political
prop o sit i on that all the
year of former actors ·a nd peanut
candidates of both parties are
farmers, obscure statesmen and a
campaigning on a single
field of 10 Democrats, narrowed
by the early retirement of Terry
theme--reducing the size and
Sanford and Sen. Lloyd Bentsen,
cost of the federal government.
there are possibly fewer
Reagan tells the crowds that
certainties for the Republicans
the federal government thinks
than ever before.
·
people aren't able to run their
The nominee must not only , own lives, and frequently uses
be able to defeat what filay well
the illustration of American
be a Humphrey candidacy, but
businessmen filing 4, 500 feet of
restore enough confidence in the
forms with the Washington
party to gain congressional seats,
bureaucracy each year. He
the few Republican senators and
claims the Democrats'
· representatives left now being
choked by Democrats bent on
Con tined on page 9
veto-proofing, and succeeding.

Fund raising, PR vital part
of Vice-President~ Gtasty's job,
By MYRON CARDEN
Associate Editor

(Editor's Note: This i,s the
second in a /'our-parl series to
acquaint students with lhe roles
of FTU's uie,e-presidents.)

Dr. Willian1 K Grasty leaned
forward in his chair, took a sip
of his coffee and claimed, "I'm
sold on FTU. I really get
enthused about my job."
His job is vice·president for
comqmnity relations, a post
which he said grew out of a
"need to coordinate all the
various functions of what we call
community relations."
Grasty who has been in the
vice-president's chair since the
position was created two years
ago, said his office "deals with
the off-campus public, which
includes the general public,
alumni and parents."
With the wind whipping the
flags outside his Administration
Building window, the
pipe-smoking Grasty spoke of
the four functions of his
division:
~'One
function is public
relations to build interest and
support for FTU. We use the
press, TV, radio and produce
several publications for the
off-campus public (FTU
Emphasis, -PTU Alumni News)."
"A second function is
fund-raising. We try to provide
the university with private funds
for current operations. The state
of Florida provides money for
the basic educational costs. We
raise money for the professional
development of the · faculty, a
little money for research and
certain items for classes--none of
this comes from the state iL is
all private funds.
"We also seek out quipment.
Last year, we received $160,000
of equipment from private
sources. We got everything frohi
a boat motor to electronic
equipment.

... De a Ii n g with the
off-campus public, which
includes the general public,
alumni and parents.

"'As a third function, this
division also works with
community colleges to make our
programs known to them. This
assists in making the transfer
program smoother.
"Our fourth function is to
coordinate the Equal
Educational Opportunity (EEO)
program for minorities. We
promote the concept of EEO at
FTU.
"We ·w ork in the community
and schools and tell them 'an
educational opportunity is
available to you' not only at
FTU but anywhere."
Grasty , paused a moment,
tapped his pipe against his ash
tray and added, "You can see
why we use a lot of media"
Grasty, who still finds time to
teach communication classes,
came to the un~versi ty as a
member of the faculty in 1968.
In 1970, he was named chairman
of the Communication
Department. Before ascending to
the vice-presidential spot, he was
appointed in 1971 as executive
assistant to President Charles N.
Millican.
He also. holds the title of
executive director of the FTU
Foundation, "a non-profit tax
exempt corporation that exists
only to further the advancement
of FTU."

The personable vice-president
added that the organization is
run by a 36-member board of
directors, all prominent area
citizens. Grasty pointed out that
over $200,000 in money for
scholarships, equipment,
academic programs and funds
for development of faculty was
raised last year by the FTU
Foundation.
On the subject of fund raising
itself, Grasty said, "We do pretty
good. In six years, weyve raised a
total of six Lo $700,000. That's
very small when you're talking
about Harvard or even the
University of Florida. But FTU
is a young school, only of late
have we had alumni."
He conHnued, "Donors are
not marching four abreast down
the street giving money. But
onee they know we're here, they
begin to respond. We've never
had a year when we didn't gain
in support."

"I'M SOLD ON FTU," said
Dr. William K Grasty. "I
really get enthused about
my job."
But he added that it is hard
to raise money for a state
university in the sense "that in
the. minds of most of the people
they think everything is
furnished by tax dollars."
Grasty said his department
.also gets help from the faculty,
staff · and students. " Students ·
offer to volunteer for us and do
jobs and tasks. The faculty goes
out and helps as much as they
can."
As an example of what the
faculty does to help his efforts,
Grasty told of · free nearing.
service~
given by Assistant
Professor of Communication
Tom Mullin in the Washington
Shores community. "The
goodwill generated by his
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services is beyond price," Grasty
affably added.
"Professors go out of their
way to help us. Because of their
good work, we 're beginning to
prosper. They help me to tell the
people out there, 'we need
help'," the vice-president
exuberated.
He paused to reach down and
push on a toy figure on his desk,
which revealed the words, "We
need each other."

Grasty said he needs the
faculty, staff and students
to do his job and they need
him.
'
He commented, "This is my
slogan. I need the faculty, staff
and students to do my job and
they need me."

...

Motivation ca,led key to success

Top-notch FTU •team
lures debate medalist
By KERRY FAUNCE
Staff Writer

"I was flunking drafting (in
the eighth grade) and the only
other elective was debate, so I
said, 'Oh hell, why not.' "
That may sound like an
unusual way to choose a career,
but for Stan Adkins, a junior
majoring in speech, · it
culminated in membership on
one of the nation's top debate
teams.
Adkins was born in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, and his high school
years were spent in Okmulgee.
Although Adkins made .the
decision to pursue debating
early, he did nof become too
involved with it until his senior
y~ar.

Instead, he devoted much of
his time to sports. "Oklahoma is
athletically oriented," he
explained.
Adkins participated in
football, basketball, baseball and
track. In fact, his footbail talents
earned him the honor of being
named an All-State football
player.
Adkins was as active socially
and politically as he was
athletically. He was designated
an All-State actor, served as
president of his class through his
freshman, sophomore, junior
and senior years and was
president of the East Oklahoma
District Young Democrats.
"It was not until my senior
year that I got involved with
debate," Adkins recelled. "I
didn't see any fu tur:e in high
school athletics."
Consequently, he became
involved in politics and won
fourth place in the state debate
competition.
Ad kins' flamboyant high
school career attracted
scholarship offers in athletics
and academics. He turned down

offers from schools in
Oklahoma, Kentucky,
Tennessee, West Virginia and
Florida. His choice, Broward
Community College, was based
on its versatile debate program.

"I like to win," says the
only black debater on the
varsity circuit -in the
country.
While at Broward, Adkins
p-articipat.ed in radio debates,
spoke at a aational co-operative
education conventior: and won
gold and bronze medals at the
National Junior College Debate
Tournaments.
"One of the things that I like
about debate is that it gives a
chance to put intelligence
against another's ·intelligence in
verbal communication.. " he
explained. "And its a reaJ good
feeling when you beat
·someone."
Beating someone requires
spending 20 to 30 hours of
researeh a week, Adkins said.
And debate tours may last up to
a week.
"It's really a physical drain,"·
he said. The team may carry 60
to 70 pounds of evidence
(information about debate
topics written on index cards) to
each tournament. The team
usually works on debate
strategies while traveling to the
debate site.
"I lose five to six pounds (at
a tournament," he mused, "and
get more· physic.ally tired from
debate than I did from football.
It's really a nerve-racking
experience."
Adkins said he transferred to
FTU because he liked the debate
program. "In order to have a
good team you have to have a

good budget."
Most teams do not have as
much money as FTU teams do.
The extra money enables FTU
to send . Lwo debate ~ea.ms to
tournaments. The younger team
gets varsity exposure, he
explained.
While at FTU, Adkins has
served as varsity debater with
Richard Bloomquist. They
comprise one of the top two
teams in the state.
Adkins said motivation has
been the secret to his success. "I
like to win," he said. "And

secondly, I'm the only black
debater on the varsity circuit in
the country."
Altogether, Adkins has
debated over 500 rounds. "All
are important, even though I
don't always remember them,"
he said.
Debating has trained him to
see the pros and cons of every
issue. And he is never at a loss
for something to say.
"My goal in debate is to clear
the district competition and go
on to win the nationals next
year."

STAN ATKINS, FTU VARSITY DEBATER who
transferred here because of the quality debate program, is
one half of one of the top two debate teams in the state.

.....
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Tutor program proves successful
-

•

I

.

By ANNE MERRITT
Staff Writer

A tutorial program in the
College of Education designed to
acquaint prospective teachers
with demands made on
principals, teachers and students
has proved itself successful,
acc·ording to its coordinator.
Robert A.
Rothberg,
chairman of the professional
laboratory program, said "early
evaluation of the program
indicates considerable success
with all participants profiting
from the experience."
The tutorial program took
place at Jackson Heights Middle
School in Oviedo, chosen for its
close p rox i mi ty to FTD.

Rothberg said with Jackson
Heights as a site, participants
could spend more time in the
classroom, less time in traveling.
One of the main reasons the
program was initiated was
because several im tructors of
beginning education ,'lasses were
concerned the basic skills they
were teaching were- iwt taken
seriously by the students.
Rothberg attributes . this to the
students "naviety about public
schools."
·
Another !eason the program
was initiated was because the
ADDitions program, an Orange
County volunteer school
assistance program, was not
available to an education

students, nor were education
. professors certain as to what was
really happening in the volunteer
program. Rothberg said that a
more controlled . setting was
desired.
While at Jackson Heights,
prospective teachers worked
with Jackson Heights students
in: enrichment activities in
science and language and
remedial instruction in
mathematics, reading, social
studies, and language.
In addition individual
attention was given to Jackson
Heights students in physical
education, music, homemaking,
and industrial arts clas~es.
_R othberg said video tapes

Reagan

-~

of glimpse of the candidate.
"doctrinaire Ii beralism" is
Continued from page 7
·1·ourists and residents in
responsible for the enormous
general would keep vigils in
federal budget. Today, he says,
beat Humphrey or Sen. :Edward driveways to see any candidate
you can't , mention common
Kennedy in November.
get into his car, of course. But
sense and government in the
After the speeches are over,
perhaps as Ronald Reagan rise
same breath.
there is the more important duty away, he hopes his candidacy
If Reagan is to be picked
of hand-shaking, signing
w i II prove itself distinctive
apart, it will be for his two terms
autographs and joking, until it is
among the two Repuglican
as governor, which _according to
time to climb into the ominous
candidacies, and, in the end,
a · U.S. N~ws and World Report
gray Chrysler limousine, parked
successful; that the strong leader
analysis, doubled state and local
in the night air, in the driveway
Americans so desperately need
taxes and doubled spending.
of the magn"ificent hotel, where
in 1976 isn't--and won't
Inflation during his tenure,
tourists maintain a vigil to catch
be--Gerald Ford.
however, was 44 per cent, and
the Reagan era was marked by
substantial increases in human
services, greater economy in the
state university system, and a
major overhaul of the California
welfare system cutting more
than 386,000 off the rolls and
. increasing benefits to the needy
42 per cent. Overall, he inherited
a state budget deficit of $700
million and left with a $400
million surplus.
On the issues, he's opposed to
busing, abortion, the Equal
Rights Amendment, and the
legislation of marijuana. He's for
tougher gun control and capital
punishment. He favors energy
development incentives, solar
energy and gasification of coal
and oil. He says taxes are too
high and that tax laws should be
simplified.
His proposal to return social
welfare programs to state and
local governments has been the
most controversial aspect of his
company so far. · Regan claims
programs like welfare,
education, housing, food stamps, '
Medicaid, community and
regional development and
revenue sharing, among others,
could be more efficiently
administered below the federal
level, in the process balancing
the federal budget by trimming
$90 billion annually and cutting
IT'S NOT REALLY ABE LINCOLN, but Dr. Edgar B'.
federal personal tax b_urdens by
Wycoff,
an assistant professor of communication, bears a
an average of 23 per cent.
pretty strong resemblance as he holds young Winter Park
In Florida, Reagan's
resident Jamie Boynton at the "Freedom Day" rally
$600,000 primary campaign has
won him at least two straw
Sunday. Ronald Reagan was the featured speaker at the
votes, one from the Florida
chamber of commerce-sponsored event, and Wycoff, playing
Conservative Union's. 1976
Lincoln, gave the "Gettysburg Address" to the crowd.
Political Action Conference, and
Wycof, a toastmaster, said he was interviewed by British
another from the Florida
·. Broadcasting Corporation reporters covering the rally.
Jaycees.
In addition to personal
appearances, he's been armed
with TV and radio spots, the
latter orchestrated recordings of
Continued from page 7
''citizen's press confere.n ces"
They loved it.
where the average Joe
It was American politics in the classic tradition: sunny skies, hot
supposedly asks penetrating
dogs, flags, fireworks , bands, and of course, a presi~ential
questions of Reagan, answered
candidate, in this case, former California Gov. Reagan.
with eloquence and near-perfect
Winter Park Mayor Jim.. Driver; introducing Reagan to the
fluency. No - matter what
adoring flag-waving throng, aptly and non-committally noted that
question is asked, the audience
he "'doesn't know how things will turn out March 9," bu·t added
al ways applauds, and the
"Governor Reagan certainly seems to have a lot of friends in
applause always sounds the
Florida."
He certainly does, and with appearances like the one in Winter
same.
And in the polls, where a
Park, he makes more friends each day, preparing for what could
now conceivably be a large make-or-break victory here over the
showing is important primarily
floundering Ford campaign.
for the added supporters it may
bring who want to be on the
For in Florida, especially at gatherings like the Freedom Day
winning bandwagon, Mr. Ford
Rally, Reagan is in his element. He, perhaps more than any other
has been gaining after
candidate, has been able to tap this country's growing conservative
pre-Christmas samples gave
constituency, and by riding the crest of the wave of resentment by
much of middle America toward "big government," it is actually
Reagan the lead. The latest
conceivable that not only could Ronald Reagan win the
Harris survey, however, shows
Republican nomination, but the presidency as well.
neither Ford nor Reagan could

- --T wo .c.a ndidates

were made and shown to FTU
students to demonstrate how
they were functioning as a
teacher on a one-to-one basis
with a student. Rothberg said,
"Lesson planning became a
m u ch m o re m e a n in g f uJ
assignment since the 'teacher'
would be working with real
students."
One of the students who
participated said, "My
experience at Jackson Heights
has confirmed my belief that I
was not meant to teach. I could
not manage 20 to 30 students. "
Another participant said
"BEing at Jackson Heigh ts has
helped me to understand the life ·
of a teacher and the problems a
teacher faces."

Would
you
hire
you?

ROBERT A. ROTHBERG
Rothberg said cooperation
bet ween FTU and Jackson
Heights Middle School was
''outstanding". An expanded
program is being p·l anned fo.r the
future.

Thanks to you
·it works ...

Of course you would.
You work hard. And you're good
at it. Like most Americans .
But, if all of us did just a
little better, we'd wind
up with better products, better
services and even more
pride in the work we do.

America. It only works
as well as we do.
The N ati ona l Commission on Productivity
and Work Quality , Washin gton, D .C. 20508

United way
A Public Service of Th i s Newspaper " " '
& The Adver 1sing Council ~~

4cupuncture
FLORIDA ACUPI tNCTURE FOUNDATION. INC.
(non-profit organization 1
I

Call :

.FREE:• INFORMATION

(813) 830-1088

Write: 707 BALLARD STREET
Altamonte Springs, Fla .
"Alternative Therapy including Moxibustion, Finger
Acupressure, Massage, Heat Bottle Th~rapy,
Fooa Program, etc .

Member centers in Orlandq, Winter Haven, and
Daytona Beach area!!.

NATURAL FOODS
by YO.UNG LIFE
Corner of 50 & 436
Zayre Plaza
Full line of Natural Foods
.
Vitamins - Minera"ls
Discounts Vegetarian & Dietetic Food

to Students; Facuity· & Staff

J & B USED AUTO

PARTS INC.
ttPfll.f 1£AVIC[

East Hwy. 50 Bithlo, Fla.

New radiators & repairs
Import • American • Truck parts

Cash for iunk or wrecked cars & trucks
Open seven days
568-2131

~~_J~~~~~~----------------------'~~~~~~~~~~~~~___._~~~~~

Movie review

Future

'Barry Lyndon-': sluggish
pace ·111,ars lavish design
By VICKI BLANCHFIELD
Associate Editor

Critical reviews of the massive
fi 1m production, "Bar·r y
Lyndon," have predominantly
heralded the creative genius of
its controversial djrector,
Stanley Kubrick. ·

After viewing the lavish
. production, dubbed "Best Film
of the Year" by the National
Board of Review, it's a small
wonder that critical eyes have
focused largely on the director's
innovations rather than the
. film,s script merits per se.
Based on "The Luck of Barry

Lyndon," a relatively minor
novel by William Makepeace
Thackeray, the film cost $11
million to produce and was two
years in actual filming.
The minute attention to
historic authenticity and detail
exemplified in the elegant
costumes and majestic scenic
panorama are -undoubtedly the
most striking screen imagery.
Every attempt for historical
accuracy is portrayed by the
setting and costume pageantry,
as the swe.et strains of classic
harpsichord music and fiery Irish
rhythms weave their underlying
web.
As exhilaterating ·as the scenic
qualities are, they cannot in
themselves save the movie.
The story features a
rags-to-riches-back-to-rags
. scheme. It follows the escapades
of a young Irishman (Ryan

O'Neal) as he flees his native
land for fear of criminal reprisal,
becomes an army deserter and
gambler and eventually captures
the heart and · hand of the
sumptuous Lady Lyndon, Marisa
Berenson whose immense
fortune he proceeds to rapidly
squander .on his quest to
acquiring a title for himself.
"Barry Lyndon" is the story
of a wanderer, a common
opportunist who marries for
money rather than love, with the
misconception that money can
buy happiness. Unfortunately,
continual conflicts and a final
disastrous confrontation with his
step-son, Lord Bullingdon,
(-Leon Vitali) spell the
subsequent demise of his hopes
of title and wealth. .
Perhaps one of ~ae biggest
faults of the movie lies in the
failure of O'Neal to credibly

The circus has earned a
n at i on a 1 rep u ta ti on as a
high-caliber student circus, went
on a European tour in 1964 and
has received hours of nationwide
television coverage since its
inception !n 1947.
The Flying High Circus is th·e
only collegiate circus in the
United States and is primarily an
aerial and stage presentation
with approximately 90 students
performing during a two-hour
show. The list of acts includes

"Sweet,'
Carnten
•
1n
concerts
"Sweet," performers of
"Ballroom Blitz" and whose
. recent smash "Fox on the Run,"
topped the national record
charts, will appear in concert at
8 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 21 in the
Administration Center of
Stetson University in DeLand.
Presented by Gulf Artists
Productions, the concert also
· features Eric Carmen, former
composer and lead singer of the
"Raspberries," and author and
performer of the current
chart-buster, "AJI By Myself."
Tickets are $5 and available
at the door or at the following
Orlando 1dcations: Infinite
Mushroom, Altamonte Mall and
Colonial Plaza ticket agencies.

trapeze

portray the naive country lad in
the film's opening scenes.
.Performances turned in by
supporting actors are
not.eworthy, although lack of
dialogue limits their roles
considerably. In fact, one begins
to wonder if Lady Lyndon will
ever speak. Even after she does,
she serves primarily as a
beautiful _but manipulated
noblewoman, catering to all her
husband's caprices and quietly
accepting his unfaithfulness.
Meanwhile, Vitali's
performance as Lord Bullingdon,
serves as a -nauseating epitome of
spineless aristoracy during early
18th century Europe-men who
served as feeble-minded
governmental figureheads and
ruled. indiscrimatively -- men
whose sole claim to power was
derived from the social station
to which they were born.
"Barry Lyndon" is a film to
be viewed for its rich visual
pageantry if for no other reason.
If moviegoers enter the theater
with only that expectation, they
won't leave disappointed.

THE IN COMP ARABLE
STANLEY KUBRICK,
named "Best Director" by
the National Board of
Review, instructs the action
on the set of "Barry
Lyndon."

FS U circus show
at sports stadium
juggling, flying
clown acts.
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LADY LYNDON (MARISA BERENSON) AT SPA WITH
BARY LYNDON (RYAN O'NEAL), whose five years in the
army and some considerable experience of the world had by
now dispelled any of those romantic notions regarding love,
and who now began to have it in mind to ·marry a woman of
fortune and condition.

The Florida State University
Flying High Circus, billed as
"the greatest collegiate show on
earth," will give two
performances Saturday at the
Orlando Sports Stadium.

SIGHTS
and
SOUNDS

and

Stu den ts participating in the
'c ircus receive no academic
scholarships or tuition waivers.
It is primarily an extra-curricular
activity.

:······································~········································~··················~

Have your ·payrolf check

The Florida Legislature
summed up the feelings of many
Flying High fans when it passed
a joint resolution in 1973
commending the circus for its
achievements, "in captivating
audiences the world over."

DEPOSITED .DIREC.T
in your checking account

Tickets for the 2: 30 'matinee
and the 8 p.m. performance are
available at: Streeps (all
locations), Colonial Plaza Ticket
Agency , Al tam on te ·Mall Ticket
Service, Aftons in Kissimmee
and at the door. Price of ·
admission is $3 for adults,
students $2, and children under
five are admitted free.
The event is sponsored by the
Bishop Moore High School
Ath le tic Association.

IN THE

,rB.1 THE
'

'Oz' cast
sought

7

CITIZENS BANK
OF OVIEDO

SIGN UP NOW INTHE PAYROLL DEPT.
Administration Building·

Au di tions for the FTU
Children's Theatre production of
"The Wizard of Oz," will be held
from 4 to 6 p.m., March 2 in
HPFA 126 and again from 7 to 9
p.m. in HFA 216.
Students interest.ed in trying
out should bring their own
music. The cast for "Oz" must
be able to tour area schools. For
further information about
auditions, contact Mrs. Francis
Johnson in HPFA 538.

3rd Floor

. FREE CHECKING WITH

4100 MINIMUM BALAN-;J
~

156 o·ENEVA ~RIVE,

MEMBER FDIC

OVIEDO, FlORfbA C

.....................•••.....•........ .••..•••......•.•.•....•.....•...........••...... .........
~
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Klein coniedy routine
uts audience in stitches
By MYRON CARDEN
Associate Editor

To many, the art of making someone chortle
in glee cerLainly rates on a level near that of
monitoring a heated U.N. discussion. It's that
formidable!
But when you see a man completely
immobilize a crowd with fits of laughter for 7 5
minutes with the ease and casual plomb of
talking to his next-door neighbor, the claim
seems kind of ridiculous. On t;4e contrary, it
isn 't.
You see, Robert Klein isn't your regular
dime-a-dozen stand-up comedian telling
mother-in-law jokes or "no respect" jokes, or
ancestry jokes or psychiatrist jokes that any
nitwit with a voice could tell.
No, Klein is a thinking man's comedian, or if
you will, a comedian's comedian. What
differentiates him from the Norm Crosbys and
the Rodney Dangerfields is that his humor comes
from life, from the American experience- in
we all can relate and which we can all find humor

at some time.
The radiant Klein appeared Saturday night at
Rollins Colleg~'s Enyart Alumni Field House
before a crowd of about 1,000
eager-to-be-tickled laughter-seekers.
Pacing energetically across the temporary
plywood stage, often tripping over his
microphone cord, Klein drew on his vast life
experiences to make us chuckle with him about
such diverst items as death, his dressing room ,
college brochures, dog food commercials, talk
shows, and the national anthem.
The athletic-looking comedian, clad in a
striped multi-colored pullover sweater even
treated the crowd to a bi~ of musical
improvisation as he created a tune from the
crowd-suggested title "DoCi>rknobs and
Keyholes."
What you need when you Us ten to Klein is not
a preconceived opinion about mother-in-laws,
but an ability to laug~ at yourself and at some
American institutions and traditions that seem a
bit tarmshed when seen through \ the eyes of a
great American humorist.

eentaur's

cosmic
counsel
ARIES - Finish neglected tasks
in order to free yourself for
more dynamic activities later in
the month. Matters related .to
study, research and occult are
favored.
TAURUS
Conditions are
favorable for expanding social'
connections, joining with oth ers
for mutual interests and starting a new Jove relationship. ·
GEMINI - Restrain yqurself
from acting impulsively (or in
anger) as more can be
accomplished with a cool head.
Don't make decisions in a hurry,
moods are .changing quickly.
CANCER Use cauLion in
accepting situations at face
value. Be perceptive as to home
and yard improvements. Take
steps to avoid accidents or
unforeseen hazards in this area.
LEO - Hold off on making a
decision or putting too much
confidence in advice from a
friend. You and someone close
to you will temporarily develop
totally different views on a
money question this week.
VIRGO - Don't be surprised if
others' opinions or objectives
diverge from yours; if you are
willful or inflexible you may
have to go it alone. By chance,
you· may sign a contract or enter
into a cooperative arrangement
with a well-informed but
unpredictable person.
LIBRA - Take advantage of a
delay to review your financial
plans. You may have to rule out
a con tern plated purchase.
Cu ttin·g comers on quality may
boomerang.

SCORPIO - Your influence and
magnetism are strong and
you can move ahead in
important ways this week. Try
to avoid becoming too
self-centered . . But an idealistic
action or humanitarian goal into
action.
· SAGI'IT ARIUS - Make any
proposed changes or renovations .
concerning your home
surroundings. Drive and move
around c?refully. There also
could be an argument out of
which no solution is found.
CAPRICORN - Communication
keeps you busy this week,
through which you'll be able to promote your ideas and creative
concepts to others. You may do
more than the usual amount of
local travel.
'AQUARIUS
Be more than
usually practical-minded, intent
on increasing your income or
earnings wherever possible.
Funds may become available to
you for the advancement of a
special plan.

1

PISCES - A sudden travel o.r
educational opportunity may
coincide with a dynamic new
emotional attraction. You will
have to be quite versatile to keep
up with changes in your life.

of FLORIDA

·1

Rollins College Enyart Alumni Field House. Klein, known for his outrageous humor about
human experiences, entertained abou~ 1,000 persons last week.

Registration Schedule

Upcoming VC events

_·Getaway,' mime slated
"The Getaway" headlines the
VC activity calender this week,
with showings at 8: 30 p.m.
tonight and Sunday in th.e
VCAR.
Starring Steve McQueen and
Ali MacGraw, "The Getaway" is
a story about an ex-con and. his
wife who find themselves in
trouble when their plan to rob a
fat-payroll bank begins to fall
apart. Critiqued as "fast, furious
and full of shootouts and car
chases," this flick is made to
order for those who ·love the
action-packed antics of
McQueen at his best.
.
At 2:30 p.m. next Tuesday,
there will be an ECKANCAR
discussion in VC 214, to explain
and explore the ancient science
of soul travel. The hour-long
discussion .is open to all
interested persons.
Celebration of Mime Theatre,
a center for the exploration and
development of the art of mime
and improv1s1on will be
presented in . the Science
Auditorium at 8: 30 Thursday
night.
Admission is $2 for the
general public and free to FTU

Day
Monday, March 23
Thursday, March 25
Tuesday, March 23
Wednesday, March 24

students with IDs. Tickets are on
sale daily between 10 a.m. and 3
p.m. at the VC Box Office .

fo .

Thursday, March 25

Art· Suppljes

Monday, March 29
Wednesday, March 31
Thursday, April 1
Friday, April 2

Custom framin

Activity

Hours

Advisement

4 p.m.-9 p.m.
9 am.-Noon
I p.m. -7 p.m.
9 a.!Jl. -Noon,
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
4 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
4: 30-completion
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
1 p.m.-5 p.m.
5 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
9 a.m.-Noon

Graduates, Post-baccalaureates
Returning Undergraduates
Returning Undergraduates
Readmissions .
New Undergraduates
Open Registration
Add/Drop-Late Registration
Add/Drop-Date Registration
Add/Drop-Late Registration

:·······~········~·····················~·············-········

!

!:
e

I

••

have rea~ and understand the r e g is trction schedule for Spring 75/76 as
it appears with this petition and

1.

Ask for your
student
discount
Mon. tbru Sat. 1O a.m.-6 p,m.
. Fri. tll 9
Open Sunday 12 - 5 ·
byre Plaza at Rt. 50 & 436

---

PETITIOO

I~:

!:
:
.:
•

I•

~g;~~g§~=•

' (signed)

_ _ _ agree wi th it

#
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ss - - - - - - - - - - - - -

_ _ _ disagree with it

_ _ _ don't car -::

b e cause:
_ _ _ it saves ~he University money and offers a satisfactory time for
registration.
lose my priority time because I
at the times sp~cifiea.

_ _ _I

cannot come Tues., Wed., or

Thur~

~--Other reasons=------~---~-------------'----Please drop in SG suggestion box

(E~g,

CCB, snack Sar) or vc 205

.

!
e

:

•
•••
•
•••
•••
•

...••

•••
••
•
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:Child Care Center
.opennext quarter

.CALENDAR

OF EVENTS
Feb. 20-26, 1976

Perform a
death-defying
act.

By JAY JASKOT
Special Writer

TIME

EVENT

LOCATION

FRIDAY, FEB. 20
FAVORS
United Campus Ministry
VCPEC
Alpha Phi Omega
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
Student Production Meet.
SG EAS Committee
Wrestling
"The Getaway"

9 a.m. - 10 a.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
1 p.m.-2 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m .
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, FEB. 21

Weightlifting Club
Student Acct. Society
Delta Sigma Theta
United Campus Ministry
Mass

8 a.m.-6 p.m .
Noon-4 p.m.
2 p .m .-4 p.m.

4: 30 p.m.-5 : 30 p.m . .
SUNDAY, FEB. 22

Savings and Loan Seminar
Alpha Phi Omega
Florida Judo
Alpha Phi Omega
zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Chi Omega
TKE
Tri-Delta
Williams Quartet Lambda Chi Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha
"The Getaway"

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
.· 1 p!m.-6:30 p.m .
1 p.m .-4 p.m.
4 : 30 p.m.-11 p.m.
4: 30 p.m.-8: 30 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m .
6 p.m.-9 p.m .
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
7. p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p .m .
8:30 p.m.

vc 200
VC Green

vc 200
vc 214

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Multipurpose
VC Patio

9 a.m.-10 a.m.
3 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
5 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
6 ~.m . -8 p.m.
6 p .m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-11 p.m.

SCI 115
vc 200
vc 211
Stud. Org. Lg
VCAR
VC 212
vc 214
VC Gallery

The present schedule calls for
three time periods for child care:
8 a.m. to 11 am., 11 am. to 2
p.m. and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

ofthesprin~quarte~

"The center will offer the
very best educational care for
SCI 115 I
ch ii dre n that we can put
together," said Dean of Women
vc 200
Carol Wilson, who is directing
vc 200
the project.
Multipurpose
The as yet unhired staff will
VCAR
consist of a director, a head
teacher and several assistants,
based on the number of children
enrolled.
VCAR
College work-study students
Lake Claire
will also help operate the
GCB 114
facility.
"The center will ·be entirely
Stud. Org. ·Lg. self supporting," said Dean
Wilson. "Therefore, we will have
to charge fees. Howe-Ver, they
will be comparable to day care
Multipurpose fees in the community . "
vc 200
Wrestling Dome
ENGR, all rms.
Although the exact maKimum
GCB 114, 115 enrollment is yet to be
vc 211
determined by the Florida
Multipurpose
Division of Family Services, a
GCB 103
capacity of around 90 is·
vc 214
expected.
GCB 225
''There were many state
GCB 216
regulations to follow, and the
VCAR
entire center was des_igned to

MONDAY, FEB. 23
Savings and Loan Seminar
Placement Center
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
SG EAS Committee
VCB Cinema Committee
Pi Kappa Little Sisters
Karate Lessons
VC Photo Class
Williams Quartet
Bridge

Construction is nearly
completed on the FTU Child
Care· Center, and 'the opening
date is now set for the first day

meet this code," explained the
dean.
The code provides that the
facility have a specified number
of square feet of space per child,
and sets an adult-to-child ratio
to ensure adequate supervision.
The facility will begin caring
for children of ages 2 through 5,
and may expand to infant care
and night service as funds
become available.

"This is not to be a
baby-sitting service," said Dean
Wilson, "but rather an edu·c ating
service."
Initial priority for enrollment
will be given to student parents,
135 per cent of FTU's student
body are married), but faculty
and staff parents may enroll
their children if room is
available. Interested parents may
obtain more information from
Dean Wilson by phoning
275-2824.

An advisory board consisting
of faculty, staff, student and
community representatives has
already been appointed. The
board will help screen applicants
for the center, and help advise
Dean Wilson in the actual
direction of the center.

Graduate mag
available now
Copies of "The Graduate," a
magazine fo·r graduating seniors,
are available now to students
graduating from FTU in March,
from the Office of Alumni
Affairs, ADMIN 350.
Copies of the publication
have been made available to
students free of charge by Sun
Banks of Florida.

Hawe your

blood pressure
cheeked.
Give Heart Fund

.

m

American Heart Association\!!.

MOBILE
HOMES
STOP WASTING RENT! NO MONEY DOWN FOR
.QUALIFIED BUYERS
1912 12 x 60 TWO
bdrm, one bath Cameron.
Completely furnished, cen.
air & hea~, 10 i; 20 awning,
utility .shed . which is
plumbed and ;w-ired for a
washer & dryer, gas
appliances, 17 cu. ft.
refridgerator, .new w/ w
shag carpeting, all new
drapes throughout, PLUS
beautifuUandscaping, lawn
furniture, fenced Jn. back
yard, lawn mower and
gardening. accessories, and
much more! Asking $5995.
Payments approx. $80 mo.
plus $50. lot rent (which
includes sewer, water,
trash, etc.) means just $130.
mo..is all you need to move
in! Nicely set up on the east
side of Orlando, within
walking distance of Navy
Base, convenient to FTU
and all east side business.
Call 277-1976,, 894-i131, or
894-0761 any time and ask
for Mr. or Mrs. Steve
Dority. Immediate Occupancy!

..-

TUESDAY, FEB. 24
Savings and Loan Seminar
Placement Center
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
Delta Sigma Theta
VC Speakers Committee
Alpha Tau Omega
Studept Advisory Com.
· United Campus Ministry
VC Public Relations Com.
IFC
Pegasus Pedalers
Alpha Phi Omega
Williams Quartet
TKE Little Sisters
Conflict Simulations Club
VC Cultural Events
Christi.an Fellowship

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Multipurpose
VC Patio

10 a.m.-11 a.m.
11 a.m.-Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
1 p.m.-2 p.m.
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
2 p.m.-3 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
7 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
7 p.m.-11 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-11 p.m.
7: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.

SCI 115
VC Green
vc 214
VC'200
vc 211
vc 211
VC200
vc 214
vc 214
vc 200
Multipurpose
H&FA 216
vc 214
vc 200
211

vc

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 25
Savings and Loan Seminar
Entertainment
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
American Indian Org.
Alpha Phi Omega Boy
Scouts
VC Photo Class
Karate Lessons
Tri-Delta
Williams Quartet
Alpha Phi Omega
FTU Christian Fellowship

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.

Multipurpose
VC Green
SCI 115

3 p.m.-4: 30 p.m.

ENGR 138

4 p.m.-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 f1.m .
6 p .m.-8 p.m.
7 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

vc 214
vc 212
Multipurpose
GCB 114
vc 211
vc 214
VC 200

THURSDAY, FEB. 25
Savings and Loan Seminar
Magic Demonstration
United Campus Ministry
Fellowship .
Captains Meeting
Delta Tau Delta
Phi Chi Theta
Delta Sigma Phi
SG Senate Meeting
Preprofessional Med. Soc.
Black. Student Union
Alpha Chi Omega
Florida Engineering Soc.
VC FAVORS Girl Scouts
Mini Theatre
Karate Lessons
Yoga
Willi

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
11 a.m.-Noon
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
5 p.m.-Midnight
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
6: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.
7

Help Wanted
Babysitter wanted in
mornings, Spring Quarter,
f m 15 mo. old child. Call
27 5-2302 in A.M. or
628-1178 after 12:30 p.m.
Wanted
Female to share mo bile
home with same. Ten
minutes from F. T. U. Please
call 27 5-0630.
10-Speed bicycle in good
riding condition, Call Mike
275-1237.

Close to F.T.U. 4 Bdrm.,2
bath, family rm. central
heat, au_ Large yard,
washer,. dryer, dishwasher,
refrigerator, u~ility shed.
$3000 down. Assume
mortgage.
Call for
appointment 27 5-8817
Owner.
For Rent

1972 Mustang Fastback.
Air, automatic, power
steering. Good condition.
$1500, Call Myron at
27-5-2601 (on campus)
before 5 p.m. or 855-67 87
nights and weekends.

For Sale or Rent -- F.T. U.,
436 area. 2 bedroom, large
living room, dining room,
.Fire place, fenced yard,
vc 200
B.B. Q.
washer, dryer.
vc 214
GCB 114, 116 Small
down, assume
GCB 103, 110
mortgage or rent with
ENGR 108
option to buy. For info call
ENGR 336
273-9583 or 894-5036. ·
ENGR 203
vc 211, 214
Multipurpose
Multipurpose
Stud. Org. Lg.

Honda 74 c.b. 360
Excellent condition. 5000
miles. 2 helmets $850 call
678-7016. Student.

For Sale

Multipurpose
VC Green
ENGR 121

vc 211
vc 214

on lovely corner lot. 3
Aruba Circle, Palm Valley
Park--2 miles north of
F. T. U. on Alafaya Trail.

Beautiful 24' x · 57' - B.R.
mobile home. Fully
carepeted, inside utility
room, dining room, kitchen,
breakfast bar, LR., 2 full

Pool home unfrn., 4 Bdrm.
2 b, kitchen equipped,
carpeted, c/a, quiet & clean!
Casselberry. Super for
singles to share & live
cheap! $280. 678-4251.

NICE 2 Bedroom, Duplex,
in Oviedo. Dishwasher,
Garbage -Disp., Utility
Carport. Call 298-2703.
Personal
Kathy K. - (My string happy
big sis) You put me through
a lot, but it was worth it!
I'm proud to be _your little
sisters, and part of a great
pledge class! God Bless!

. MEN! -- WOMEN!
JOBS
ON
SHIPS!
American. Foreign. No
experience required.
Excellent pay. World wide
travel. Summer job or
career. Send $3. 00 for
information. SEAFAX,
Dept. C-16 Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.
Services
Typist--Experienced in all
phases of work. I.B.M.
selectric for professional
results. Paper supplied. On
campus until noon. Please
call Susis Weiss after 1: 00 at
678-3481.

Handwriting illegible? Will
type all college materials,
term papers, thesis, scripts,
etc., professionally done.
Terms arranged . . Call
275-7962.

Typing-Extensive
experience in term papers,
business letters & theses.
Fast and accurate.
Reasonable rates. Phone
834-1991.

Furnished home for rent, 4
bedrooms will be available
June 15th. $150 month, 2
T

•
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Collective bargaining
'Your (university employes) vote for or against unionisrn
may be the most important single ·decision ·you will ever
make as an educator in Florida. '
- Chancellor E.T. York

ElectiOn slated March 2 and 3
The first collective bargaining election for 6,000 Florida university employees has been
scheduled for March 2 and 3, by the Public Employes Relations Commission (PERC).
According to Dr. E. T. York, chancellor of the State University System (SUS) the PERC
has designated four units of faculty and other academic professionals for collective
bargaining purposes within the SUS. These units include the University of Florida (UF)
Health Center, the UF Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, the. Florida State
University (FS.U) and UF law colleges and the remaining members of the faculty and other
designated academic professionals in the nine universities.
'
The PERC denied a petition that would have included about 2,000 graduate teaching
assistants in .the statewide bargaining unit, the "United Teacher," a newspaper published by
the Florida Education Associated/United, reported. Instead, PERC agreed to consider a
petition for a separate unit at a later date.
Voters in the major systemwide unit will have to choose one of three ballot choices.
They include: no agent representation, the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP) and the United Faculty-of Florida (UFF).
For voters in the three professional units, the choice will be between no agent and one of
the professional associations.
Election rules call for polls to be open March 2 from 2 to 7 p.m. and March 3 from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m.
DR. RICHARD THOMPSON
UFF president

DR. RICHARD ADICKS
AAUP_president

AA UP-Florida and UFF:
Bargaining offict!rs
a look at their origins
By KERRY FAUNCE
Staff Writer

What is collective bargaining?
According to a newsletter
published by the United Faculty
of Florida (UFF), one of the
ballot choices, "it is a process by
which legal contracts are arrived
at between the University
administration and the faculty
and professional employes
through negotiation based on
equality."

Collective bargaining at the
university level of education is
not new. It has long been in
operation at such institutions as
the · Community College of
Philadelphia, the Seattle
Community College, the City
University of New York (CUNY)
and the State University of New
York (SUNY) .
The oldest faculty union, the
American Association of
University Professors (AAUP),
was established in 1913 by
faculty meMbers from several
American universities.

•

One of the key programs of
the AAUP is their annual salary
surve'y, begun in the ~950s. A
spinoff of this program included
a structure of classification in
which universities are rated
according to grades of salary
ranges.
Another activity of the
AAUP is organizing
investigations of incidences
affecting union members.
According t-o "Faculty
Bargaining: Change & Conflict,'~
a report by the Carnegie
Commission on Higher
Education, "The associations
officers attempt a settlement by
some form of mediation or, that
failing, send a team of
investigators 'to study the
situation and produce a report."

an additional way of realizing
the association 's goals in higher
e ducation. The action was
rat ified in 1972.
The AAUP-Florida, the
organization appearing on the
collective bargaining ballot, was
recently challenged by the
national AAUP :;According to

Th is range of activities,
·known as the "fundamental
program" preceded the AAUP's
entrance in the collective
bargaining issue.
The AAUP became involved
in collective bargaining in 1964
in response to a "display <>f
interest in bargaining by faculty
members in the GUNY,"
explained an article in the March
1972 AAUP B4lletin. While
considered little more than an
"external arm" of the faculty
senate, the AAUP continued to
gain support. In 1971, the
union's governing body voted to
pursue collective bargaining as

Senate scraps f orurn
Faculty Senate Chairman Dr. Mark Stem announced Tuesday
plans for a forum on collective bargaining have been scrapped
because the FTU administration declined to participate.
Plans for the forum called for representatives of the two
bargruhing agents on the March ballot plus a spokesman advocating
"no representation"· -- the FTU admin istration--to answer questions
on the collective bargaining issue from faculty members.
Stem said Vice-President for Academic Affairs C. B. Gambrell
declined to participate in the session, as he did not consider it
appropriate to aavocate no representation in an election in which
only faculty members were the voters.

the Feb. 1976 "United Action,''
the UFF newsletter, the AAU.P
formerly denied affiliation with
the AAUP-Florida. ·

compare platforms

Campus presidents of the United Faculty of Florida (UFF) and the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP), Drs. Richard
Thompson and Richard Akicks, respectively, were questioned about
their positions on collective bargaining -issues. Herewith, their
comments:
I. How did the collective ba1gaining agent you represent get
involved in academic uniorlism i'1 Florida?
Thompson: In the Spring of 1974 a call was sent ouL from the
American Federation of Teach~rs and the Florida Higher Education
Association which represent th~ faculty groups, to fonn a merged
group called the United Faculty' of Florida. On this campus we had
established in December 1973 .. . <\.committee to study the issues of
collective bargaining.
. Adicks: The AAUP-Florida i~ an ass~ciation of six AAUP chapters
m the state. In 1972 our chapter started discussing the issue of
collective bargaining on this campus.
The AAUP has been traditionally concerned with three areas: with
faculty participation, with academic freedom and tenure and with
salaries.
2. What is your union's platform?
Thompson: Basically there are a number of i~ues we (UFF and
AA.UP) would agree on. We are trying to improv:e th~ State University
System ... We think through collective bargaining that we will have
an opportunity to c_o mmunicate collectively with local administrators
and particularly the Board of Regents, and eventually, with the
legislators. Draining of talent is another thing we hope to stop . We can
improve the climate of the university system, and the economic level
of professors.
Addicks: The particular platform that AA UP-Florida is advocating
covers the areas of governance, adacemic freedom and tenure
grievance, affirmative action, salaries, fringe benefits and sabaticals.

3. Will your union tend to favor "across the board" salary increases
The other collective
or will it favor increases based on merit?
bargaining faction, the UFF, was
Thompson: The union certainly favors merit increases ... but what
organized in May 197 4 from a · the union also insists upon is that faculty also. be fairly treated - that
merger of the American
if faculty are working and worth employing . . . they are worth a cost
Federation of Teacher$ and the
of living increase go to everyone who is employed and what's left over
Florida Higher Education
be awarded on the basis of merit.
Association, coincidentally, two
Adicks: AAUP-Florida advocates there should be an .annual fund
days after the collective
equal to 5 per cent of the total salaries, which shall be allocated and
bargaining bill was passed.
specified for distribution to faculty on the basis of merit and
outstanding
accomplishment in teaching or research· or service.
"Subsequent to the Chinsegut
founding convention, in which
five people were present from
this campus, the steering
committee was formed on this
campus and we selected officers
for the United Faculty of
Florida," explained Dr. Richard
Thompson, FTU UFF president.
"In the· fall of 1974 we
started a serious recruiting drive
and it has culminated in about
100 members," he said.

4. One of the reasons the BOR has given for opposing collective·
· bargaining is if union demands are not achieved through negotiation,
the union may support strikes as a means of pressing .them-even
though they are unlawful in Florida. Do you feel this fear is justified
and why ?
.
Thompson: Frankly, the union's position on strikes is to fqllow the
law. In knowing these professors, I cannot imagine them going out on
strike.
·
.
Adicks: The university professors in Florida are law abiding
citizens. If the law forbids us to strike, we will have to find other
means of accomplishing our goals.

Shaw scores 39 pqi-pts

FTU heats Eckerd again
By DON COBLE
Specia l Writer

When Bennie Shaw is on,
Florida Tech is tough to beat.
No brag, just fact.
The fact is, Shaw is one of
the major reasons why Torchy
Clark's Knights are currently
atop the Sunshine Conference
with a perfect 6-0 slate and
ranked seventh in the nation by
the N. C. A. A.
Last Wednesday night was to
be no exception for the 6-1
guard, as he and Bo Clark
combined to whip Eckerq,
113-85 at Winter Park High
School. The win ·was the 14th
straight for FTU and pushed
- their seasonal record to 16-3.
For the night, Shaw finished
with 39 points, only four shy of
the FTU record set by Mike
Clark. The senior from Orlando's
Boone High School hit at a 60. ~
per cent clip in· the contest,
canning 17 of his 28 field goal
attempts.
"I had something to. prove to
them," Shaw said after the
game. "I wanted to take ouL my
frustrations in the game, instead
of fighting. I really wanted to
show them that I am a good
sport.-"
It was exactly a week ago
when the two teams met for the
initial time this season, and
Shaw was-ejected from the game
for slugging Triton center Tony
O'Brien in the first half.
Sh aw 's performance
overshadowed a brilliant
28-point effort by Clark. The
6-1 freshman popped in 12 of 16
shots (75 per cent) to add with
Cal Lingelbach 's 13 and Jerry
Prather's 12 points.
However, Shaw was quick to
contend that the victory was
more of a coaching success
rather .than an individual
triumph. "They (head coach
Clark and · assistant Ray
Ridenour) do all the planning
and scouting. Then we just go
out and do as they say," beamed
Shaw. "Then if the ball falls, it
falls."
Sh aw had nu mer o,u s
opportunities to challenge the
FTU scoring record throughout
the final four minutes of play .
Following a 10-minute, 42 point

barrage by the Knights in the
second half, Clark replaced four
members of h is starting lineup,
leaving in Shaw to try for the
record. At that time, Shaw had
already netted his 39 marks and
was to see his next four shots
slide off the rim for misses.
"Oh yes, we knew Bennie was
close to the record," Clark
explained. "But with only 52
seconds remaining, he still didn't
have any more points. I figured
there was no way for him to get
the record, so I took him out of
the game."
"I fe lt real confident in the

second halt and I knew I had a
chance at" the 43 points," Shaw
said.
The truth was that Shaw kept
the sluggish Knights in the game
during the first half, where he
gunned in 21 of his total 39
points. The second half was
merely icing on the cake .
"After we beat Biscayne and
Rollins next week, we'll go
higher in the ratings," Shaw
noted. "Once we get out of the
state of Florida and into the
nationals, we will be very tough
to beat because few teams will
know about our outside
shooting, let alone stop it."

... Biscayne too
Torchy Clark was all smiles.'
His team had , completed
something which it had never
done--beat Biscayne College at
Biscayne.
·
"This sure is a good place to
win " the FTU coach said
refe rring to the Miami Dade
North gym. "We've never won
here be fore in three tries."
1

And FTU did it in an old hat
manner. Bo Clark and .Bennie
Shaw. Clark, a 6-foot-freshman,
ignited the Knights with 14
points in the first half, . then
Shaw touk the show with 19
points (hitting 9 of 12 from the
field) in the second half.
.
"Bo kept us in the first ha.If,
then Bennie played his smartest
game of the year," Clark said of
the first (Shaw) and third
(Clark) scorers in the Sunshine
State Conference. "In that
second half, Bennie played to
win. That's what 1 mean by a
smart game."
The quicker Knights shut off
Arthur Collins, a task which
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they failed to do in their first
meeting. As it turned out, the
6-foot-Collins finished with 21
points (he had 40 in the first
contest), as ~'TU downed the
Bobcats, 85-68, Tuesday night.
The win keeps a 15-game-winning streak alive for the 17-3
Knights. It also advances FTU's
Sunshine Conference record to
7-0.
"We needed tpis one,~' Shaw
said after his 27 point, 7
rebound effort. "We had one
goal at the beginning of the
season -- take the conference,
and we are."
FTU hit 47.3 per cent (35 of
74) in the game, but gained a
52-40 rebound advantage. Jerry
Prather collected 13 for the
night, however, seven of those
were first half offensive caroms.
"Prather was the difference in
the first half," Biscayne coach
Ken Stibler said of the
6 - f o o t - sop h 9 m ore . ''He
controlled the boards in the first
ltalf with 9 rebounds, and that's
why FTU had the 40-27
intermission lead."

FTU, Tars meet
•
'The Game II'
in
By MARK HESS
Staff Writer

Two weeks ago, in what was referred to as "Th€
Game," a fired-up FTU team blasted the Rollins CollegE
cagers, 94-77. This Tuesday, the nationally
seventh-ranked Knights and the ninth-ranked Tars meet
again in "The Game II."
The winner of the 8 p.m. matchup at Winter Park High
School Tuesday evening will, barring unforeseen losses:
represent the Sunshine State Conference at the regional
NCAA tournament held in mid-March.
But there are two obstacles in each team's path in th€
form of Eckard, who faced Rollins earlier in the week:
and FTU's opponent for tomorrow afternoon, Florida
Southern.
"By the time we play. Rollins again, we might have tc
play them just to get back in the conference lead," head
coach Torchy Clark said. But the Knights have already
dumped the Moes earlier this season 92-76 and a loss
would still keep them even with the Tars for the
conference lead.
· Bennie Shaw, a main ingredient in FTU's 17 point win
over Rollins two weeks ago, is very confident about
FTU's chances against Rollins_ "We were like a snake. in
the grass, waiting for Rollins to make a mistake" Shaw
.said. "Now Rollins is like that snake in the grass, and you
know what you do to a snake-you take a stick and beat
its head off."
Rollins' head coach Ed Jucker was cautious about
looking ahead to the FTU game. "I can't think about
Florida Tech right now," Jucket said. "My only thoughts
are about Eckerd."
But Jucker did say he respected the Knights, calling
them a "fine basketball team who are well coached."
Jucker, like Clark, felt that looking too far ahead would
be costly. "There aren't any sure wins in this league,"
Jucker said. ''You have to take tham one day at a time."
The Knights will take an unblemished conference slate
to Lakeland tomorrow when they face Florida Southern.
And if all goes well in Lakeland, the Knights will take
their big stick to the Winter Park gym Tuesday night, in
the hopes of beating the 'Tar' out of Rollins.

W oinen netters lose two

The FTU women~s tennis
team met up with a couple of
tough opponents this week, but
the ladies will have a chance for
revenge later in the.season.
There was Ii ttle to cheer
about as the Flagler College girls
Bo Clark totalled 24 points in returned to St. Augustine with. a
the contest, hitting 9 of 15 field
6-3 victory over the Knights, but
goals (60 per cent). He received there ·was optimism for the next
help from Cal Lingelbach (10 · time the two squads collide.
points) and David Lewis's 8
Tracy Stapp won her singles
rebounds.
match, Kim Drury and Terry
Ivesdal won their doubles as did
Debbie Kai and Kathy Schell.

Coad). Rocky Thompson said
that the loss to Stetson
University by a .score of 5-4 was
"disappointing."
"Everyone played well but
we lost one three-sitter of it
could've gone either way," the
coach moaned. "But we can beat
'em next time," she added.
Tracy Stapp and Jan
Reynolds each won their singles
competition, while the teams of
Stapp and· Kathy Mitchell, and
Drury· and Ivesdal took wins in
the doubles.

Goals' differ for lop netters
By STEVE ISHAM
Staff Writer

TOBY CRABLE

Crable: 'main priority'

Mitchell: 'fun to do'

"Tennis has been my main priority and I'm going
to keep on playing until I know how well I can do."
Toby Crabel, recent winner of the men's singles
tournament and the No. 1 seed on the varsity squad
is a dedicated young rrian--aggressive and optimistic
about his tennis future.
Although the 20-year-old sophomore is
enthusiastic about h-is major (business-finance) and
traveling, his preoccupation with the game is
distinctly apparent.
The blond-haired, junior-college transfer from
Fort Myers, dropped out of school for a year to
investigate scholarship possibilities in California and
Florida.
"I looked at Long Beach State for one," Crabel
recalls, "but FTU gave me the best scholarship I
could've gotten." He added that, "FTU is great
academically, b~t there were other schools that
were better. "
Crabel cited the personable atmosphere at FTU
and the easy accessibility of pr9fessors as additional
reasons for making the decis~on to enroll here.
Professional tennis is one dream that Crabel
wants to mold into reality. "I could've tried to play
pro tennis, but I decided to get three years of
experience at school and an education first," Crabel
said.
His attitude is that teaching will not suffice as a
substitution for play. "I've taught tennis as an
assistant teacher but I'm too self-centered right
now. Teaching is sort of a grind. It's hard work and
I still th-ink I have a chance as a pro," Crabel
conceded.

Kathy Mitchell, the quiet and attractive No. 1
seed for the women's team, plays the game simply
because "it's fun to do."
The 18-year-old sophomore is not the type of
athlete with a do-or-die attitude towards winning.
Kathy's coach Rocky Thompson, says "Sure,
Kathy likes to win," but Kathy, speaking for
herself, says th.at "it doesn't make any difference to
me."
Miss Mitchell graduated from Naples High School
where she played at the No. 2 seed for two years.
Asked if she had ambitions of playing collegiate
tennis while in high school, the tranquil and
somewhat shy lady answered only "maybe."
"The only reason I play tennis here is because I
like the girls on the team ·and the coach," Miss
Mitchell remarked.
.
Her coach says Kathy could've collared a
scholarship at many schools if she had wanted, but
Kathy is content at FTU, where she is majoring in
anthropology and maintaining a 3.3 GPA.
At this point of the season the t(?am's record
stands at two wins and four losses, and Kathy is
having a difficult time herself with one win and five
losses.
According to Mrs. Thompson, the competition
has been "unreal" for Miss Mitchell. The coach said
in Kathy's defense that, "The places to go to play
tennis in the United States are California, Texas,
and Florida. The best college players are competing
here! Kathy is playing up to her potential, but the
competition is just too tough."

KATHY MITCHELL
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FTU BOOSTERS:
In embryonic stage now, but will be
invaluable to university sports soon
By STEVE ISHAM

·.

-

•

Staff Writer

,,

According to John W. Powell
director of athletics, the FTU
boosters program is still in the
embryonic stage, but the
operation of the club in the
future will be invaluable to
university sports.
Powell, the candid,
enthusiastic athletic head has
been head of the departme~t for
the past three years.
He said that the booster club
is comprised of 41 members 31
of which are here on cam~us.
The remaining members are a
combination of business and
professional prople and some
Photo by Fred Sommer
alumni.
·
FTU GRAPPLER AL LLOYD prepares to score a takedown
"I'd like to see more alumni "
in _las~ w~ek's 41-15 win over Tampa University. · Lloyd, . Powell noted. "But we are 'a
we1ghmg m at 190 pounds, set a school record by pinning ' young university and · it's just a
matter of time before we can get
his Spartan oppon~nt in 13 seconds.
all we want. 20 years from now
we will have a good program
because our graduates will have
made some money.
The director defined the
purpose ·of the boosters as "to
promote the collegiate athletic
programs at FTU. The boosters
of
the
season.
FTU's grapplers, plagued by
do much more for athletics than
Rich Dombrowski, wrestling
nagging Injuries, scholastic
give financial support. It's great
in
the
158
pound
class,
eight
problems and the occasional
to have the spirit, support and
pounds above his normal weight
weight gain throughout the
these people talking about our
class, won the match when the
season, put it all together last
teams all over town."
Spartan grappler was disqualified
week to romp over the
Powell reminisced about the
for
stalling.
Dombrowski
has
University of Tampa 41-15.
early, fledgling years of athletics
now run his record to 13 wins
Leading off the match at 118
at FTU. "I remember when
against only two lossers in dual
pounds, FTU's Mike . Strouse
there were only 10 or 15 people
matches.
pinned his man to give the
at the basketball games .
A pin in the 167 pound
.I).ni-ghts a quick 6-0 lead. Strouse
Originally, I looked to the
weight class cut the Knights lead
performed well filling in for the
to
24-15,
but"
a
decision
by
boosters
as a physical support
injured Haruki Kawamukai, a
177-pounder Dave Alberts, and
group, to cheer · the games.
national high school champ from
two successive pins by Al Lloyd
Money is only part of it," he
Japan, .. who was out with a
emphasized.
at 190 pounds and heavyweir!ht
pulled knee. ·
There are several benefits that
Pete Berkery gave the FTU
·T he Knights gained the next
go along with becoming a
squad their 41-15 win.
match and a 12-0 lead when
booster. Membership in the FTU
The Knights, now 9-2-2 for
Tampa forfeited the 126 pound
Foundation is automatic and the
the
season,
will
host
the
class to Ron Andersen. But the
booster receives a ·season ticket
University
of
Florida
tonight
at
Spartans quickly closed the gap
to admit his (her) entire family
to three with wins in the 134· 7:30 in the Village Center.
to every intercollegiate athletic
Gergley
said
Kawamukai
and 142 pound weight matches.
event . In addition, all
w
o
u
1
d
r
e
t
u
r
n
i
n'
th
e
Leading 12-9, Mike Wareing
118-pounder. Freshman Lee
increased the margin to nine
Barrett from Lake Brantley, will
with a third period pin of the
get his first taste of collegiate
I Tampa wrestler. Wareing, who
wrestling tonight in the 142
Photo by Fred Sommer
! has missed the last 10 matches
pound
class. Gergley added he
SANTITAVEE SURASAS
with a shoulder Injury,
hoped John Theders could
is carried off the soccer
re-separated the shoulder in the
recover from a neck injury to
first period but held on to pin
field with a broken collar
wrestle at 158 pounds and Ray
his man in the 150 pound
bone after being injured
Barker
will be back in the lineup
match. Coach Jerry Gergley said .
during
an intramural soccer
at 167 pounds after missing the
Wareing is out for the remainder
game
Tuesday evening.
a match with a cold.

Grapplers trample
Tampa, now 9-2-2
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Photo by Mike Padgett

FTU BOOSTERS standing left to right are John Rouse
Mike Daspin, John Powell, Henry Meiner Lee Constantine'
Jim Hinson, Lee Barrett and Gerry Gergle~.
'
contributions are tax deductible
and the member is allowed to
use campus facilities.
The membership application
to become a booster offers two
plans. A $25 contribution
includes a family season ticket
and a $100 contributor receives
three family season tickets along
with the other benefits already
mentioned.
Powell said that boosters
were responsible for almost
$800 in contributions this year.
Powell commented, "I know it's
not much, but it is valuable
because we need every penny of
it, and of course the physical
support is great. We are
completely indebted to the
boosters."
The total budget · for all
athletics at FTU is $270,000,
most of which comes from
student activity fees.
There are other donors
outside of the boosters who hav~
given money to be used for
athletic scholarship programs, he
added. "This year seven athletes
are receiving tuition scholarships
from these donors," Powell said.
"It is possible to give money

through the FTU Foundation
specifically for athletics and
even for a particular sport."
But the director said that the
university's outlook towards
athletics is "a · broad-based
approach, where all sports are
equal." Powell added that, "we
would like all sports to grow
equally rather than see one sport
jump up to a higher division."
"We've never had a losing
season in any sport at FTU. Our
philosophy is that sports is part
of the academic program sports provides a point of spirit
for the students."
·
Powell cited the recent
strccess of the basketball team
primarily the Rollins victory, a~
pro vi ding impetus to the
boosters program. "We'.ve had
eight new memberships as a
direct ·r esult of that basketball
game, including two $100
memberships," he said.
Powell said that the boosters
are looking for !few ways to
expand and hopefully, he sayd,
they'll come _up with something.
"Just a bus trip to Miami for a
team costs · twice as much as it
did a few years aso."
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· Lady Knights hande
first loss, now 13-3
The Lady Knights tonight host Flagler· College who handed the
women their first basketball loss of the season. The women now 13-3
dr~pp~d three games on the road and brought home a fourth plac~.
finish m the Flagler Invitatibnal.
South Florida -was the Knights' 10th victim of the season as Terri
Ray hit 18 points to lead the undefeated Knights over the Brahmans
55-43.
The women opened the
Flagler tourney with a win over
Florida International University
63-42.
But the red-hat Saints of the
home-court favored Flagler
College defeated the Lady
Knights, hitting 15 of their first
18 shots from the floor and
FRATERNITY LEAGUE
capitalizing on turnovei:s by the
STANDINGS
Knights.
In the consolation match,
WON LOST
TEAM
FTU dropped their second game
of the season Lo a strong
LXA
0
6
University o"f Maimi club 61-55.
ATO
5
1
Traveling to South Florida,
TKE
2
5
the women dropped another
2
sx
5
game in a three-game losing
XO
4
3
slump.
SAE
4
3
Continuing their winning
PKA
1
5
ways, the women beat Rollins
0
5
DTD
45-43 with a 20-footer at the
KS
0
7
buzzer by FTU's Renny Smith. '
The women came away with
another win to bring their record
to 13-3 with a victory over the
Gators at GainsevilJP.

Surasas, playing for the
Smokers Union, collided
with a TKE II player.
According to a witness,
Surasas "landed on his
shoulder." Surasas was
taken by ambulance to
Winter Park ,Memorial
Hospital

Intramural Standings

--~~~~~~~~~~
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Men's basketball
INDEPENDENT
GOLD
STANDINGS
TEAM

WON LOST

Fernies
Flying
Falcons
Blues
Union
Tekes
Big Ben
& R.D.

6
5

0
1

5
1

2
3

2

5

\
INDEPENDENT
BLACK
STANDINGS
TEAM
FS&S
EZs
BSU
LXA Gold
God's
Children
Smokers

WON

LOST

5
4
4
3
1

0
1
1
3
4

1

4

Women's

soccer

FINAL
STANDINGS
TEAM
Tyes
Zeta
o .ville
Kickers
Mean
Machine
AXO

WON

LOST TIED

5
4
2

0
1
2

1

2

2

1

1

4
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'Pegasus Pedalers,.' new
bicycle ·Club organizes
the Florida Keys.
Short excursions will also be
scheduled for those "out of
shape."
The club has h ~ membership
fee. Tietje said , "The only
requirement is a bicycle and a
smile," but the club hopes to
supply bikes in the future to its
members.
The group meets each
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in VC 214.

additional fivP. miles into
Oviedo. Activities may include
helping with the maintenance of
Village Center bicycles , teaching
courses on bicycle maintenance,
and providing members with
discounts on bike parts.
Twenty-two club members
took a 30-mile ride to the
Seminole County park recently ,
and upcoming trips will include
a ride to Walt Disney World an_d

FTU students not only have a
bicycle path between campus
and State Road 50, but a new
bi cycling club called "The
Pegasus Pedalers."
Club president Tim Tietje
lists the club's goals as the ·
purchase of additional bike racks
on campus, establishing more
bicycle paths and extending the
1 Alafaya
Trail bike path an

~I .
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Cross-country hike ride planned
Bike enthusiasts may· participate in th e Collegiate Cross-Country Bike Ride held in honor of the
Bicentennial this summer.
·
College students participating in the " Bikecentennial" will leave from Puebl o Colo. Jun e 21 and arrive
abou t 45 days later in Richmond Va The route will be the Trans-America Bike Trail, an d riders will cove r
from 50 to 70 miles per day.
Though thousands of bikers will be on the tra il , no single group of riders will number more than 12.
Participants will be lodged in youth hotels during the trip
So far, college students from 20 states hav e joined th e Bikecen tennial. Interes ted students may wri te
directly to Collegiate Bikecen tennial , 615 Nevada Sausalito , Calif. 94 965 , and enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope . .
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Find out all -the things
they're doing for you.
Send for a free booklet on
the UN.
· ·
Write: United Nations
Assn.-U.S.A., Box 475, New
York, N. Y. J OC>l 7. ·
·There's always 'been

Red Cross.
The-Good ': ~2~~~~~. t~~~-•.~.~•.~...&!I
Neighbor.

-

.BEOG applications increase,
program funding decreases
Rumors are flying around
hundreds of university financial
aid offices this spring as students
and administrators alike second
guess · the future of Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants
(BEOG).
Funding
for
the
three-year-old student grant
pro·gram has fallen so short for
this academic year that some
800 colleges which applied for
funds have bee n left in tl'ie lurch.
Un 1ess Congress decides to
appropria te additional funds to
the BEOG program for this year,
students grants already awarded
could be re duce d by as much as
two-thirds.
The BEOG Boondoggle is the
result of some Office of
Education miscalculations which
predicted last year that only 56
per cent of the students eligib le
for basic grants th is academic
year wou ld apply for them.
- .Bu t applicalions for the
federal fu nds poure d into the
Office of Education at the rate
of 40,000 a week last fall and
even now are arriving at the rate
of 15,000 to 20,000 a week. The
950,000 expected applications
jumped to more than 1. 2 million
candidates. At last. count some
74 per cent of the eligible
students had applied foi;: grants.

Funds were appropriated to
the BEOG program last year on
the basis of the Office of
Education's prediction and for
the first time in the program's
history~ full grants of $1,400
were awarded. The average grant
for this year's recipients was
$830.
But the cost to the
government of offering bigger
grants to more people rose from
the earl y estimate of $840
million to more than $1 billion
and th e difference has still not
been made up. While students
across th e country wait
anxiously for spring pay ments,
Congress is try in g to decide
where to fi nd the money to fill
in the gap.
·

has asked Congress for $180
million more for this year's
grants, if necessary taking the
funds from another student
assistance plan, the Nati"onal
Direct Student Loans. But it
appears unlikely that Congress
will agree to taking from the
loan fund and giving to the
grants on "evidence that is
circumstantial, incomplete and .
out of date."
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OPEN SUNDA~S_·

across from Winn, Dixie Union Park

273-1910

.SILENCE IS DEADLY.

The Department of Health,
Educatio n and Welfare (HEW)

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, . 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1 ~00 to cover postage and
handling.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
113221DAHOAVE.,# 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

When someone d rinks too
much and then drives, ifs the
si lence that ki lls. Your si lence.
lt kill s your friends, your
relatives . and people you don' t even
k now. But they'r e all people yo u
could save.
1f you knew w hat to say.
maybe you'd be less q uiet. f\ layb
fewer people would die.
What vou should say is. 'Tll
dri ve you home." O r. ··Let me ca ll a
cab:· O r. "S leep on my couch
tonight."

Don·t hesitate becau e vour
friend may have been drinking-onlv
beer. Beer and wine can be just as·
intoxicating as mixed-d rinks.
And don·t think that black
coffee will make him sober. Black
coffee never made anyone sober.
1 faybe it would keep him awake
long enough to have an accident.
But lhafs abo ut a ll.
The best way to prevent a
d ru nk fro m becom ing a dead drun k
is to stop him from d riving.
Speak up. Don't let silence
be the fast sound he hears.
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